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It has no doubt occurred to interested students as a remarkable and singular fact
that not until the California Condor (Gymnogyps californianus) was on the very
threshold of extinction has an adequately equipped and properly organized effort been
made to secure a comprehensive body of data on its life history. It is true that sporadic
and fragmentary contributions to this end have, throughout the years the bird has been
known, resulted in an accumulation of much pertinent material, not all of which may
be considered authentic, and also that the nesting behavior of a pair of the great vultures with their single young has been photographically recorded in highly satisfactory
detail. However, among other things, no adequate photograph of feeding adults has ever
been published; no eye witness has ever mentioned in print that condors disgorge pellets, or has attributed the motive for their morning exerciseof testing the air for currents
suitable to their need; nor has any observer ever described all the various color patterns
of the head, or has given details of the bathing habits of these birds. At long last these
matters and many others have been fully noted and most of them permanently preserved in color cinema film through the foresight and energy of Mr. J. R. Pemberton, a
well-seasoned veteran of wide field experience, who otherwise has aided in taking the
fullest advantage of what opportunity remains to secure a definitive life history of the
doomed raptor.
The present writer has not escaped the general enthusiasm aroused by these and
other current efforts on behalf of Gymnogyps and has been impelled thereby to review
an unfinished bibliography of the species for the purpose of compiling a more or less
continuous record of civilized man’s relations with this bird. Such an account, like the
complete life history of the bird itself, has never been brought together in one place, and
in the hope that it may in some small measure assist in sustaining the interest already
centered around the species,as well as in emphasizing the imminence of its total extirpation, the story is given here as it has been found reflected in the bibliography.
It should be stated at the outset that the ethnozoologic phase of the story, including
a proper treatment of the cosmogonic significance of the bird to aboriginal man, is too
involved and speculative a field for any but a trained and experienced specialist to deal
with authoritatively, and it will, perforce, be but briefly adverted to.
Who, or on what voyage, may have been the first European to lay eyes on the giant
vulture must forever remain unknown. The fragmentary documents that have come
down to us from the sixteenth century explorers, known to have been first to enter the
range of the species, contain no mention of a gigantic bird, though there is an early
vague reference to griffins. The serious business of fighting scurvy and the constant fear
of sudden death from shipwreck or at the hands of unknown savages precluded the
notice of a mere vulture, even one of astounding size. However, it cannot be presumed
that Drake, Cabrillo, Carmenho, and the others before 1600 failed entirely to see the
bird.
The record begins with the published diary of a barefoot Carmelite friar, Fr. Antonio
de la Ascension, who in 1602, from the tossing deck of a tiny Spanish ship, observed on
131
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a California beach the stranded carcass of a huge whale (conceivably and probably)
surrounded by a cloud of ravenous condors. Here indeed is material with which to stir
the most dormant imagination; civilized man for the first time beholding the greatest
volant bird recorded in human history, and not merely an isolated individual or two,
but an immense swarm rending at their food, shuffling about in crowds for a place at the
gorge, fighting and slapping with their great wings at their fellows, pushing, tugging at
red meat, silently making a great commotion, and in the end stalking drunkenly to a
distance with crop too heavy to carry aloft, leaving space for others of the circling
throng to descendto the feast!
Sucha scenehasbeenrecordedon a lesserscalein at least one sectionof the Pembertonfilm,
whichshowsfourteenindividualsdevouringa coyote-killedsheep; the writer can vouch for the not
entirely peacefulnature of the gathering.Two great old fellows had evidently selectedthe samespot
for a landing and there had been a slight collision.They began immediately to box, dancingheavily
and clumsily about, slapping at each other with upraised wings, the red of their wrinkled heads
seeminglyintensifiedin anger,and for the moment they were too engrossed
in personaldifferencesto
have at the sheep,while the rest of the crowd with the utmost dispatchwas filling up on mutton.

Fr. Ascension was acting as journalist, cosmographer, and spiritual advisor aboard
the Santo Tomas, second of the three small ships in the fleet of Sebastian Vizcaino who
had been ordered by the Viceroy of New Spain to explore the coast of the Californias.
The fleet had left Acapulco May 5, 1602, and had entered the Puerto de Monterey on
December 16, 1602. At this point in his account Fr. Ascension goes to some length in
enumerating the animal life of the region, and states (see fig. 2) : “There are some other
birds of the shape of turkeys, the largest I saw on this voyage. From the point of one
wing to that of the other it was found to measure seventeen spans.” A few lines further
on in speaking of the local occurrence of whales, he says: “One very large one recently
dead had gone ashore on the coast in this port [Monterey Bay] and the bears came by
night to dine on it.” Thus was the stage set for the discovery of Gymnogyps by white
men, with the opportunity at hand easily to securea specimen for measuring. Ascension’s
natural history notes have in the main been found to be accurate, especially when recounting his own observations, and when he states that the wing spread was found to
measure seventeen spans, it is permissible to visualize him spanning off a line between
two marks in the sand (comfortably up wind from the whale), and noting this excessively large figure for entry in his journal. A span has always been reckoned as eight
inches, thus making the friar’s measured spread eleven feet four inches, which is concidered excessive for even an old bird. Unlike the later pioneers with whom fourteen
feet seems to have been the favorite minimium, Ascension merely used too strong an
arm in extending the wings or perhaps too small a span in measuring them.
The Ascension diary of this important voyage was not long in being made known
to the world. Since its inclusion by the Franciscan scholar Torquemada in his monumental history, usually cited briefly as the “Monarchia Indiana” and published first at,
Seville in 16 15, it has been reprinted innumerable times in many languages. One of the
best known of these is Venegas’, now known to be Burriel’s, “Noticia de la California
. . . Madrid, 1757,” and the English translation, “A natural and civil history of California . . . London, 1759.” Torquemada’s first edition is especially important in the present
connection as being the first printed book to mention the California Condor, but being
one of the greatest rarities of early Americana it is almost impossible of access.One of
the few copies known is owned by Pomona Colleges Library, Claremont, California, and
it was from this copy that the photograph (fig. 3) of the title page shown here was made
by the late Wright M. Pierce. The Huntington Library copy is of the second edition,
Madrid, 1793, and is itself an excessivelyrare book.
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A manuscript of 246 quart0 pages now in the Ayer collection, Newberry Library,
Chicago, titled “Relation de la Jornada que hizo el general Sebastian Vizcaino al descubrimiente de las Californias el afio de 1602. Por mandado de1 Exmo. Sor. Conde de

Fig. 2. Fr. Antonio de la Ascension’smanuscript of 1602;
first mention of the California Vulture; courtesy of
Henry R. Wagner.

Monterey, Virrey que era de Nueva Esptia,” said to be in the band of Fr. Antonio de
la Ascension and signed by him, purports to be the original copy used by Torquemada.
This manuscript has lately been translated by Mr. Henry R. Wagner and published in
full in his “Spanish voyages to the northwest coast of America in the sixteenth century,
San Francisco” (Calif. Hist. Sot. Special Publ. No. 4, 1929), where it is pointed out in
a note that the bird referred to must have been the California Condor. However, Mr.
Wagner’s translation of the difficult old Spanish contains a small error in Ascension’s
measurement. A photostat of the page containing the reference in question was kindly
loaned by Mr. Wagner for use here (fig. 2).
In the 167 years following Vizcaino’s successfulvoyage, Spain made no further attempt to explore upper California, and not until 1769 were expeditions by both land
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and sea sent north from New Spain with a view to colonizing favored regions, notably
on San Diego and Monterey bays. It is likely that no white men were within the range
of the speciesduring this long interval, save possibly the Russians on the north, about
which nothing certain has been traced, and the Jesuit missionary explorers in Lower
California, whose numerous and scattered documents have yielded nothing larger than
a Turkey Buzzard.

Fig. 3. Title page of Torquemada’s “Monarchia Indiana,” 1615; first printed
book to mention the California Vulture; photograph by Wright M. Pierce;
courtesy of the Pomona Colleges Library.

When the land force departed from its rendezvous on San Diego Bay in the summer
of 1769, bent on the rediscovery of Monterey Bay, its route lay through an utterly unknown and unexplored country, every mile of it condor country. It would be strange if
even these hard-bitten pioneers of the virgin wilderness had failed to remark the bird.
Don Pedro Fages, second in command, Miguel Constanso, engineer, and Fray Juan
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Crespi, missionary, have all recorded their familiarity with it, and Fages gave the first
intimation of a strange Indian ceremony involving Gymnogyps, which many years later
was to be published in detail from a manuscript by Fr. Geronimo Boscana of San Juan
Capistrano Mission.
The details of these writings, from manuscript, through early publication, and down
to recent translations by competent scholars, constitute matters of bibliographical interest only, and will not be entered into here nor in other instances beyond. Suffice it to
record that Fages said: “Eagles are seen which measure fifteen spans from tip to tip, the
shaft of their feathers being as large as the largest finger of the hand. The natives raise
some eaglets in their villages, and succeedin domesticating these birds, but they do not
eat them.” Aside from the ten feet of wing spread as indicating only the condor, the
reader will better understand why no other raptor is meant when the “Panes” ceremony
is explained later on.
In camp at a point not far from the present city of Watsonville, on October 8, 1769,
Constanso made this entry in his diary: “Here we saw a bird that the natives had killed
and stuffed with grass; it appeared to be a royal eagle; it was eleven palms from tip to
tip of its wings, On account of this find we called the river the Rio de1 Pajaro.” In his
diary under the same date Fr. Juan Crispi says: “We halted on the bank of the river
which the explorers had discovered not far from the burned village, which was near the
very verdant plain full of cottonwoods, alders, tall oaks, live oaks, and other speciesnot
known to us. We saw in this place a bird which the heathen had killed and stuffed with
straw; to some of our party it looked like a royal eagle. It was measured from tip to tip
of the wings and found to measure eleven spans. For this reason the soldiers called the
stream Rio de1 Pajaro. . . .” This specimen of only a seven-foot four-inch wing spread
was doubtless the juvenile being raised and fattened for the annual sacrifice by the
natives of the burned village, and according to compiled nidification data, could have
been anywhere from five to nine months of age, which would account for its comparatively small size. Every tribe fortunate enough to possessrights to a nest cave owned a
pet young condor for the several months prior to its sacrifice, which was the most important festival in their calendar, and their prematurely doing away with this demigod under the circumstances recounted indicates some connection with their hope of
personal safety and their belief in the immortality of Gymnogyps and his power to prevail over the death of his friends. It may be of interest to add that the stream referred
to is still known as the Pajaro, vicariously perpetuating the name of a once characteristic bird of the region, but which long ago vanished from that area.
By the time the first precarious years had passed since the founding of missionary
establishments along the coastal areas and when the earliest colonists had gained a foothold in Alta California, qualified observers began to appear on the scene to wonder at
the strange animal forms they beheld. The Franciscans themselves, so successful in
subduing the wilderness about their missions, had no interest in natural history, and
unlike their Jesuit bretheren had nothing whatever to say regarding the birds of the air
or the beasts of the field. They could have left US an important and voluminous record
of facts, especially about the great vulture.
The first men of science to arrive were those accompanying the ill-fated &ja,&o
Malaspina, about whom much has been written and little is known. It is certain that
his was one of the most elaborately equipped scientific expeditions ever to visit the west
coast of America, and the one that logically may be presumed to have taken the first
specimen of Gymnogyps for scientific purposes, as he had ample time during his stay in
Monterey in 179 1 to secure a representative collection of the entire biota of the region.
However, owing to his too outspoken opposition to Spain’s foreign policy, he was im-
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prisoned on his return to Cadiz in 1794. The results of his voyage were suppressed,and
the scientists, naturalists, collectors, artists, and other specialists comprising the carefully chosen corps of experts accompanying him were forbidden even to prepare their
reports for publication. A review of the many accessiblereferences to Malaspina’s voyage leaves the impression that he was an able director of field naturalists, and that once
they were loosed in an area there remained little to be discovered. It can only be
assumed, however, that these picked collectors did not fail to secure specimens of the
largest bird they could have seen on the voyage. A contemporaneous account of the
known facts regarding this voyage, that seemsto have been generally overlooked, is to
be found in the “Introduction historique” to Charles Pierre Claret Fleurieu’s “Voyage
autour du monde, pendant les an&s 1790, 1791, et 1792” (Paris, 1798-1800).
The question of whether Malaspina did or did not take Gymnogyps acquires added
interest when brought together with the less uncertain facts of another lost specimen
antedating Menzies’ type. The Spanish government of that time had most sound and
valid reasons for adventuring vast outlays of wealth in efforts to secure trustworthy
information on the natural resources of the whole of Pacific America. In accordance
with ambitious plans to this end, Malaspina had been sent on a world cruise with two
ships, and almost concurrently a scientific commission had been dispatched to New
Spain instructed to make a botanical survey of the entire country. Among the botanists
selected to composethis group was one Don Jose de Longinos Martinez, who it has been
said was unable to agree with his fellows of the commission. Some time after their arrival in Mexico City in 1788 he struck out on his own biological and mineralogical
survey of the Californias. Traversing the entire distance from the Cape region of Lower
California to the San Francisco Bay district, this enthusiast collected much miscellaneous information and a number of specimens, including at least one California
Condor. On his return by ship from Monterey to San Blas he mailed from a port on the
coast of Lower California advices to a friend in Madrid that he was forwarding a shipment of specimens. The letter, dated San Borja, Old California, April 15, 1792, addressed to Professor Antonio Porlier, Madrid, Spain, was attached to a manifest containing an itemized list of fourteen speciesof birds. The first bird on the list (specimen
No. 1) is given the strange name of VuZtur Harpy&z (variety: Monstruosa), which is
without much question the first systematic name ever applied to Gymnogyps califor&anus; and that, above all things, a trinomial!
The Longinos Martinez manuscript account of his exploration of California has
long been known to local students as an item of the Wagner collection in the Huntington library, but only recently has it been translated by Professor Leslie Byrd Simpson
and published by the San Marino institution. However, the letter and manifest of shipment do not belong with the codex, but have been included as very pertinent material
by the translator who himself discovered them in the Archive General de Indias in.
Seville, Spain. The specimen of the condor is of course lost; at least no further mention
of it has yet been uncovered, and it is presumed the name was never published. The
evidence is explicit enough that this early specimen was taken in California sometime
in 1791 or early 1792 and that it therefore antedates the type.
Only seven months after Longinos Martinez sent off a specimen of the new vulture
to his old teacher in Madrid, Capt. George Vancouver sailed into San Francisco harbor
with his famous “Discovery” to explore up and down the California coast for some
months. An able and fully documented account of Archibald Menzies, botanist and
collector with Vancouver, has already been chronicled in these pages (Grinnell, Condor,
34, 1932: 243-252)) and nothing can be added to our late editor’s presentation of the
facts in 1932. It may be permitted to restate here merely that Menzies took a specimen
of the California Condor at Monterey in December, 1792, that later became the type
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of the species.The photographs of this historic relic shown here (fig. 4) were taken in
1934 by permission of the British Museum (Natural History) authorities, and were
received from the Cooper Club’s good friend Mr. Gregory Mathews. The specimen was
in poor condition when received at the museum in 1795 or 1796, but it was repaired and
mounted for public exhibition and was displayed for several years. A good part of the
beak had to be restored with painted wax. Because the taxidermist had no model or
description to work from, there resulted a most unsatisfactory and unnatural looking

Fig. 4. Present condition of the type specimenof the California Condor; British Museum
(Natural History) photograph.
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artifact. Probably not until early in Sharpe’s regime, when the value of even this poor
specimen as the type of a very rare specieswas more fully appreciated, was it taken
down from the mount and placed in the reference collection. Its present condition is a
little worse than poor. As can be seen from the half-tone, it is a rusty and disreputable
looking piece of museum property, but none the less a pricelesstype.
The specieswas formally introduced to ornithology by George Shaw, Keeper of the
Zoological Department of the British Museum and a prolific contributor to ail branches
of zoological science.His chief vehicle for the descriptions of novelties between 1790 and
his death in 1813 was an undated, unpaged serial, usually cited as “Shaw’s Miscel-’
lany,” containing hand colored copper engravings by some member of the Nodder family, a commercial house of engravers and publishers. Of the twenty-four volumes comprising a complete run of this periodical, only the first is titled or dated, the others containing merely the number of the volume. Some of the plates are dated, not always in
accordance with the true date of publication, and this has given rise to confusion, discussion and dispute among generations of later systematists struggling to erect a stable
and fixed nomenclature. Among those who have contributed authoritatively to the establishment of the dates of issue of the various parts are C. D. Sherborn, 1895 (Ann., Mag.
Nat.Hist., ser. 6, 15,189s: 375376), J. A. Allen, 1912 (Bull.Amer. Mus. Nat. Hi&, 31,
1912: l-29), and W. H. Osgood, 1914 (Proc. Biol. Sot. Wash., 27, 1914: l-4), but
“Shaw and Nodder’s Naturalist’s Miscellany” continues to be a stumbling block.
While no nomenclatural snarl is involved in the date of publication of Shaw’s description, it is a curious fact that the name Vultur californianus Shaw seemsto have had
a prior publication as a nomen n&urn. Both Lichtenstein in 1838 and Lafresnaye in
1849 state that the name was first given by Latham in the second supplement of his
“General Synopsis of Birds” and that the bird was afterward described by Shaw. Nodder’s execrable portrait of the vulture is subscribed with the following legend in fine
script: “London. Published Sep. 1, 1797 by F. P. Nodder & Co. No. 92 Newman Street,
near Oxford Street.” Whether it was issued as indicated or, what seems more likely,
early in 1798 is immaterial. The second supplement to Latham’s “General Synopsis
of Birds” is dated variously 1801 and 1802, and both dates have been questioned by
bibliographers for valid reasons. The copy examined by the writer very obviously had
the title page, dated 1802, added after the text was printed, and Zimmer states that the
Ayer copy date, 1801, is somewhat in doubt. The question can be settled only by tracing
the actual date of publication of the Latham supplement II.
Shaw’s description is notable for the fact that it fails to give anything like an adequate idea of what the bird looks like, as will be seen from the following transcript
laid out in somewhat the form of the original:
THE
CALIFORNIAN
VULTURE
*********
Generic Character.
BiU strait, hooked at the tip.
Head commonly hare of feathers, with a naked skin in front.
Tongue bifid.
Specific Character.
Black VULTURE
with whitish beak; the head and neck unfeathered and of a pale color ; the plumes of the collar
and breast lanceolate.
The feet are black: the claws large, long, and sharp.
The species of Vulture here represented is amongst the largest of the tribe, exceeding in magnitude the Vultur Percnopterus of Linnaeus, and even approaching in size to the Condor or Vultur
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Gryphus. Its color is black, but the last or interior secondary remiges, which lap over the back, are
whitish, especially on the interior edge: the covert-feathers of the wings are of a brownish tinge
towards their edges. The head and neck are naked, or very sparingly sprinkled in some parts with a
kind of setaceous down: the color of the neck is reddish, inclining to blueish on each side : the head is
blackish at the top and back part, as well as round the beak, which extremely resembles that of the
Condor in shape and color, and is rather obtuse at the extremity. The head is entirely void of any
carunculated appearance: the lower part of the neck is surrounded by a ruff or wreath of black,
lanceolate plumes, the fibres of which have a kind of setaceous or horny appearance. The feathers
of the breast, abdomen, and thighs, are of the same structure in proportion to their size. The legs and
feet resemble those of the Condor, but the claws are much sharper, longer, and of a more curved form.
The species of all others to which it seems to be most allied is the Vultur Monachus of Linnaeus:
it has however no protuberance on the head, as in that bird, though the occiput is marked by a dark
patch or zone, which seems indeed to rise a little above the surface of the other part. Perhaps it may
be a sexual difference of that bird, notwithstanding the different form of bill, which in the V. Monachus
is of a somewhat sharper form. The wings are long: the tail large, and of a squarish shape: the legs
and claws are black. It may be added that the under surfaces of the shafts of the wing-feathers in
this bird are of the same complexion with those of the Condor; viz. whitish, with numerous arrowshaped transverse marks or bars.

Fig. 5. Nodder’s plate in “Shaw’s

Miscellany”;

plate dated 1797.
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This Vulture wasbrought over by Mr. Menzies,during bis expedition with Captain Vancouver,
from the coast of California, and is now in the British Museum.

For something over a quarter of a century one of the chief objects of interest in the
British Museum, to European ornithologists, continued to be the damaged specimen
that had served as the basis for Shaw’s not entirely satisfactory description and Nodder’s necessarily misleading portrait. Many came over to London as opportunity offered
to examine it, and a general interest in the speciesis reflected in the ornithological letters of that period, probably having its origin in the growing certainty that the American vultures did not belong with Vultur. The great desideratum in every European
museum where there were active ornithologists was a fresh and undamaged specimen
of the great vulture from California. There was no opportunity, however, to satisfy the
general curiosity until sometime after 1827, when the Leiden Museum came into possessionof what was described as an old male. The origin and history of this specimen
is taken up beyond.

1_1-

i

Fig. 6. Title page of Patrick Gass’ journal, 1807; first book
printed in the United States to mention the California
Vulture; Huntington Library photograph.
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NO American had brought back any concrete evidence that an unknown vulture of
immense size existed on the Pacific coast up until the time when Lewis and Clark were
sent out by President Jefferson to discover what lay beyond the headwaters of the great
Purchase. As was the custom then, the government allowed its explorers, as part of their
reward, the privilege of being first to realize on the public demand for their narrative.
Lewis and Clark were in no hurry to accept this privilege. Instead, Patrick Gass, a sergeant in their command was permitted to publish the first authentic information on the
epochal exploration and his book contains the first account of the California Condor
published in the United States. The first edition, a small duodecimo of only 262 pages,
printed in 1807, has long ago become a collector’s item of stiff price and great rarity, as
most copies were worn out by much handling. However, the book has been reprinted
time and again, and the text is easy of access.The title page here reproduced (fig. 6) is
from a copy of the first edition owned by the Huntington Library. The following notes
have been culled from this issue:
Wednesday 20th [November, 1805, mouth of Columbia River]. They [Capt. Clark and party]
killed a remarkably large buzzard, of a speciesdifferent from any I had seen.It was 9 feet acrossthe
wings, and 3 feet 10 inches from the bill to the tail.
Sunday 16th [March, 1806, winter quarters about 30 miles from the mouth of the Columbia
River]. Yesterday while I was absent,getting our meat home, one of the hunters killed two vultures,
the largest fowls I have ever seen.I never saw such as these except on the Columbia River and the
seacoast.
Friday 28th [March, 1806,Deer Island, Columbia River]. When our men went for the deer, they
found that the fowls had devouredfour of the carcassesentirely, exceptthe bones.

With curiosity and interest whetted by Gass’s lean account, an eager public was
forced to wait until 1814 for the first published version of Lewis and Clark’s own authorized story of adventure and discovery in the far west. The author was Nicholas
Piddle of whose book Coues has said that it was faced, prefaced, and defaced by one
Paul Allen. The public had in store a still longer wait for a more satisfactory version of
“our national epic of exploration, conceived by Thomas Jefferson and wrought out by
Lewis and Clark.” The original journals as written down in the field were not published
in full until 1904- 1906.
It is fortunate for American vertebrate zoology that its most competent scholar, Dr.
Elliott Coues, embraced to the full his opportunity to interpret directly from the original source material (codices, maps, and drawings) the great wealth of natural history
notes and observations that the explorers themselves recorded on the spot in far distant
and virgin fields. His findings are embodied in his own edition of the narrative published in four octaves in 1893 (Francis Harper) ; this edition is the first to make known
much of the life history material gleaned from nature by the explorers, and the one
among countless printings of the classic that is most coveted by zoologists. This edition
enables the student to trace a given description to the original field note book of either
or both of the leaders.
In order to lessen the chance of their loss, each captain copied from the other’s diary
important events or discoveries, and in the case of descriptions and drawings of natural objects it was Clark who copied from the better qualified Lewis. The pages containing the latter’s description and profile drawing of the head of Gymnogyps, reproduced here (figs. 7,8,9) directly from his field note book (Codex J, pp. 79-81) by permission of the always generous American Philosophical Society of Philadelphia, may
be read from the halftones. This detailed description, far more satisfactory than some
to be found in works of pure ornithology, was made from a live bird, crippled and
brought to camp by one of the hunters. Here for the first time the colors of the soft
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parts were written down from living nature; in fact here is the first known description,
of a live California Condor.
Other mention of the bird by both the explorers, taken partly from Coues’ notes are:
’ October30,180s[mouth of Wind River]. We heresaw severalof the large buzzards,which are of
the size of the largesteagle,with the under parts of their wings white. (Lewis).
November 18, 1805[ChinookRiver]. Rubii FieldsKilled a Buzzardof the largeKind near the
whalewe Saw.measured
from the tipsof thewingsacrozs9% feet,from the point of the Bill to the end
of the tale 3 feet 10% inches,middletoe 5% inches,toe nale 1 inch& 3% lines,wing feather2% feet
long& 1 inch 5 linesdiameter,tale feathers14% inches,and the headia 6% inchesincludingthe beak.
(Clark) .
November30, 1805 [ColumbiaRiver near its mouth]. Besidesthesewild-foul, thereis in this
neighborhood
a largekind of buzzardwith white wings.(Clark).
January 2, 1806[Fort Clatsop,win& quarterson the Netul, or Lewisand Clark River]. There
is also. . . the beautifulbuzzardof the Columbia.(Lewis).
CJanuary20, 1806.1The buzzardis, we believe,the largestbird of North America.Onewhichwas
takenby our hunterswas not in goodcondition,yet its weight was 25 pounds.(Lewis).
March 28, 1806 [Deer Island, Columbia River]. Suchis the extremevoracity of the vultures,that
they have devouredin the spaceof a few hours four of the deer killed this morning; and one of our
men [Fields] declaredthat they had besidesdraggeda large buck about 30 yards, skinned it and
broken the backbone.
For over twenty years after Captain Lewis recorded the true characters of Gymnogyps European ornithologists remained in the dark as to many of the particulars and
continued divided as to the position the new speciesshould occupy in the then (as now)
unstable systematic arrangement. One of the chief points at issue was whether the bird
was carunculated or not. The describer denied the presence of carunculations, and this
was reluctantly accepted by Vigors in his lengthy review of the Vulturidae in 1825
(Zool. Journ., 2 : 368-384)) although he pointed out that Shaw’s specimen was deficient
in the structure supporting these appendages to the head. As indicating the difference
of opinion existing generally as to where the speciesbelonged, Dumeril had as early as
1806 placed it in his new genus Sarcorhamphus; in the same year Turton retained it in
~ultur, as did Latham, Vigors, and other English ornithologists up to 1825, and Lesson
and other continentals as late as 183 1; in 18 11 Illiger set up Cathartes in which he later
placed californianus. Other name usages followed: 1819, Vieillot, ~u2.W californianus ;
1820, Temminck, Cathartes Californianus; 1823, Ranzani, Cathartes californianus;
1823, Vieillot, Gypagus Californianus ; 1824, Temminck, Cathartes vuZturinus; 1826,
Bonaparte, Cathartes californianus; 1826, Stephens,SarcoramphusCnlifornianus; 1828,
Lesson, Cathartes v&u&w;
.1829, Griffith, Cathartes californianus; 1831, Swainson,
Sarcoramphus Californianus; 1835, Baker, Sarcoramphus californianus; 1836, Kaup,
Cathartes CaZifornianus; 1837, Swainson, Cathartes Californianus; 1838, Bonaparte,
Cathartes Californianus; 1838, Lichtenstein, Sarcoramphuscalifornianus. Finally, down
through a lengthy synonymy, we come to Sharpe’s Oenops of 1874 and Ridgway’s
Pseudogryphusof the same year, with Lesson’s Gymnogyps of 1842 entirely overlooked
until its revival by Richmond in 1901,
For a much longer period than the foreigners had to await the arrival of fresh material from the field after Vancouver’s return, American students were forced to content
themselves with what was published abroad and with the vague and unsatisfactory references in a few accounts of early western explorers and travelers, many of which did
not see the light until a later period (Thompson’s important journal, 1814, and the
Alex. Henry MS, 1823-1824, to mention only two). They did have accessto a skull and
a primary wing feather deposited in Peale’s Museum by Lewis and Clark, and they
were almost unanimously in agreement with Bonaparte who compared these relics with
a pair of Andean Condors confined in the Philadelphia Zoo and referred them with char-
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acteristic emphasis to this species.Ord’s dissent is reflected in his name Vdtur Columbianus which he published in the second edition of “Guthrie’s Geography” in 1815 (2:
315). So firmly fixed was this error in Bonaparte’s mind that even after he had handled
a specimen of Gymnogyps from the Columbia in 1827, and after Douglas in 1829 had
published his account of taking the specieson the Columbia, he clung to the delusion
until at least 1833 when he included the South American speciesin the fourth volume
of his continuation of Wilson’s “American Ornithology.” Nuttall also had been misled
in the matter, and voiced his first suspicion of an error in identifying the Lewis and
Clark fragments, as late as 1832, when he stated in the first edition of his “Manual” that
it was by no means certain that the explorers had not met with the Californian Vulture
instead of the Andean species.
In the course of a “momentary stay” in London in late 1826 or early 182 7 Bonaparte
discovered in the dealer Leadbeater’s stock a specimen of the California Condor “from
the Oregon, the second known in any collection” (Zool. Journ., 1827). The fact that
Scouler had returned from the Pacific northwest (Columbia River) but a short time
previous to this, together with the fact that the Leiden Museum specimen was often
referred to in print later (by Temminck, Lichtenstein, Lafresnaye, and others) as being
the secondto reach Europe, would readily enough establish the source and final destination of the bird Bonaparte had “nibbled” at in London, were it not for the fact that
Schlegel in 1862 listed this specimen as “1 adulte, Californie.”

Fig. 10. Bonaparte’s specimensin the Paris Museum; photograph by A. J. van Rossem.
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The suppositionthat Bonaparte nibbled at and perhapsdickered for this high priced skin’is entirely the compiler’s, suggestedby the fact that Bonaparte later acquired two specimensfor his own
collection.Thesepassedfurally into the possession
of the Paris Museum where they still stand mounted
in a large glassexhibition case.
When in Europe in 1933 Mr. A. J. van Rossemwas kind enough to look up some Gymogy#
matters then greatly perplexingthe presentwriter, and wrote from Paris on July 25, 1933: “The only
condor relics to date (there is nothing at Rouen) are three birds here at the Mude d’Histoire Naturelle. All three are mounted and in good condition. Two adults are from the Bonaparte collectionmarked simply ‘Californie, achetepar 1’Etate en 18.58.’The third is more interesting,-it is in a plumage
new to me, adult as to body and wings, but the head and neck are coveredwith a thin, buff-colored
down, through which the yellowishskin showsplainly. It is marked as ‘Acquis par exchangedu Mu&e
St. Petersbourgen 1856.’There is no indication as to the sourceof the Bonaparte pair of adults, but
the St. Petersburgspecimenpossibly was taken by Pallas. I infer this by the fact that there are several other birds here which were receivedin exchangethe sameyear from the same source.They are all
by Pallas from ‘Nord-Oest CBte d’Amerique.’ ” A little later from Berlin Mr. van Rossem wrote:
“Stresemannthinks it very probable that the St. Petersburgspecimenwas taken by Bischoff’s party.”
The compiler has thus far been unable to trace any referencein the literature to an opportunity offered either of these collectorsto secureGymnogypsin the field. It may be pointed out in this connection that Rezanov, with his personal physician Langsdorff (a naturalist), visited California in
1806, and that Kotzebue, with Chamissoand Eschscholtz,made two voyagesto this coast between
1816 and 1824. None of the narratives of these voyages mentions the large vulture, although other
natural history notes are included.
Mr. van Rossemwas also kind enough to photograph the title pagesand some textual matter
from rare books inaccessibleto the compiler, and at no little trouble to himself photographed the
Paris and Berlin specimensshown here (figs. 10, 14). Dr. Stresemannkindly allowed the latter to be
taken out in the park in a foggy mist for a better light. This historic specimenis the only skin of
Gymnogypsever receivedat the Berlin Museum.

Dr. John Scouler, a Scotch botanist who went to America with David Douglas, and
who collected extensively on the Pacific northwest coast, entered in his journal under
date of 20 September, 1825:
Today I took my leave of Fort Vancouver. . . On arriving on board the ship much of my time
was employed in procuring and preservingbirds. The incessantrains we experiencedat the advanced
period of the year renderedthe accumulationof plants hopeless.The river at this seasonwas beginning
to abound in birds. I obtained specimensof Pelecanus onocrotalw, Fa1co-A a speciesof Vdtur,
which I think is nondescript.My birds are principlallly obtained from the Indians who would go
through any fatigue for a bit of tobac[clo. (Sourcesfor Scoulermany; chiefly his own version of
journal in Edinburgh Journal Science,1826-1827,and journal in full in Quart. OregonHist. Sot., 1905.)

David Douglas, who did not live to return to England, included with his immense
collection of plants dispatched to London sometime in 1828, possibly late in 1827, two
specimensof the California Condor taken on the Columbia River, which were the third
and fourth, respectively, to be received in Europe. They were sent to the Horticultural
Society of London, the council of which body presented them to the Zoological Society
of London. What was perhaps of equal if not of even greater importance was his “Observations on the Vultur Californianus of Shaw” sent at the same time to Vigor& “Zoological Journal” and published in the October, 1828, and January, 1829, issues. Here
is the first account of the life history, habits, and behavior of the bird to appear in print
-twenty-two
years after our own explorer’s authentic notes had been consigned to
the archives. Douglas’ authority was of course unimpeachable and his own observations were in accord with his high attainments and reputation as a man of science, but
he most unfortunately included in the article some fantastic and highly imaginary
misinformation regarding the nidification of the vulture imparted to him by a waggish
Canadian voyageur. This is of course the feature of the article that has lived, and the
fiction of the two spherical jet black eggs in a nest of large sticks lined with grass, and
all the rest, has been reprinted an untold number of times, and strange to say is still
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being reprinted. Some of the entries in the Douglas diary that contributed to the article
are as follows :
[January to March, 1826.1 A speciesof Buzzard or Vulture (Samramphos Californianus of
Vigor@ is the largest bird seen here [mouth of Columbia River], except the Wild Swan. I killed one
of these interesting birds, but the buckshot which went through its head spoiled the specimenfor
preservation,which I exceedinglyregret, as I am sure the speciesis yet undescribed.I have since fired
at many of them with every kind of smaller shot, but without effect. Seldom more than one or two
of theseBuzzardsare seentogether; but when they can find the carcassof any dead animal, they gorge
so gluttonouslythat it is easy to knock them down with a stick. I shall shortly try to take them with
a baited steel trap. The color of the speciesis similar to the CanadianBuzzard which I sent home, the
beak and legs bright yellow. Its wing feathersare highly prized by the Canadian voyageursfor making the stemsof their tobaccopipes.
10th to 15th October C1826,on a journey south to California border]. Many birds . . . and Sarcorkumphos cdiformica . . . were collected.
Thurs. Feb. 1st to Wed. Feb. 28th ‘c1827,Fort Vancouver, Columbia River]. Killed a very large
vulture, sex unknown. Obtained the following information concerningthis curiousbird from Etienne
Lucien [the wag], one of the hunters who has had ample opportunity of observingthem. They build
their nestsin the thickest part of the forest, invariably choosingthe most secret and impenetrable
situationsand build on the pine tree a nest of dead &i&s and grass; have only two young at a time;
eggvery large (fully larger than a goose-egg),nearly a perfect circle and of a uniform jet black. The
period of incubation is not exactly known; most likely the same as the eagle. They have young in
pairs. During the summer are seenin great numbersin the woody parts of the Columbia, from t.he
oceanto the mountainsof Lewis and Clark’s River, four hundred miles in the interior. In winter they
are less abundant; I think they migrate to the south, as great numberswere seen by myself on fie
Umpqua river, and south of it by Mr. McLeod, whom I accompanied.Feedson all putrid animal matter and are so ravenousthat they will eat until they are unable to fly. Are very shy; can rarely get
near enough to kill them with buck shot, readily taken with a steel trap. Their flight is swift but
steady, to appearanceseldom moving the wings; keep floating along with the points of the wings
curvedupwards.Of a blackish-brownwith a little white under the wing ; head of a deeporangecolour;
beak of a sulphur-yellow; neck a yellowish-brown varying in tinge like the common turkey-cock. I
have never heard them call exceptwhen khting about food, when they jump trailing their wings on
the gyound,cryhg Crup-Cra-a, somethinglike a common crow. (Douglassourcesare mostly botanical,
but full journal in Quart. Oregon I-Ii& Sot., 1904-1905,and his own version in Companion of the
BotanicalJoum., 1836.)
J. H. Fleming called attention (Condor, 26, 1924: 111-112) to George Barnston’s
biographical sketch of David Douglas (Canadian Naturalist and Geologist, 1860) containing the following interesting account:
The springof 1827was severe,and much snow had fallen. The consequence
was that many horses
died in Fort Vancouver, and we were visited by the various speciesof beastsand birds of prey that
aboundin that country. Most conspicuousamong these were the California vulture. This magnate of
the air was ever hovering around, wheelingin successivecirclesfor a time, then changingthe wing as
if wishing to describethe figure 8; the end of the pinions, when near enough to be seen, having a
bend waving upwards, all his movements,whether soaring or floating, ascendingor descending,were
lines of beauty. In flight he is the most majestic bird I have ever seen.One morning a large specimen
was brought into our square,and we all had a hearty laugh at the eagernesswith which the Botanist
pouncedupon it. In a very short time he had it almost in his embracesfathoming ita stretch of wings,
which not being able to compass,a measurewas brought, and he found it full nine feet from tip to
tip. This satisfiedhim, and the bird was carefully transferred to hi studio for the purposeof being
stuffed.In all that pertained to nature or sciencehe was a perfect enthusiast.It has frequently been a
matter of surprisehow quickly thesebirds collect when a large animal dies. None may be seenin any
direction, but in a few minutes after a horse or other large animal gives up the ghost they may be
descriedlike specksin the &her, nearing by circlesto their prey, when as yet one would not suppose
the effluvia from the carcasehad reachedabove a hundred yards. This rendersit probable that their
sight as well as senseof smellingis very acute, but that the latter can guide them entirely without aid
from the other, as I am certain, as I have started them from carrion within the edgeof the forest under
bushes
which must have precluded the possibility of their seeing the carcasebefore they alightedon it.
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At the time of Douglasand Scouler’svisit to the Columbia,RossCox, an employee
of the Pacific Fur Company,was somewherein the generalregion,having arrived in
1811with the secondshipsentout by J. J. Astor.At onetime in chargeof a fur trading
post,he had adventuredover the west from the Rockiesto the Pacific,and in 1832 he
publishedan accountof his wanderingsand adventures(J. & J. Harper). This bookis
mentionedhere as the possiblesourceof an often printed statementthat the rangeof
the California Condorat one time was knownto extendto the Fraser River in British
Columbia.Cox merely mentionsr&Curesin New Caledoniaon the banksof Fraser’s
River, “about lat. 53 N.-long. about 124 W.,” whichis well up the river, beingas far
north of the presentinternationalboundaryline as the ColumbiaRiver is south.It is
of courseentirely possiblethat the speciesdid rangethis far north after the advent of
white men in the northwest,and no lesslikely that the St. Petersburgspecimenreferred
to above,eventhougha juvenile,may have beentaken on the coastevenfarther north.
Any printed statementby an eye witness,more explicit than Cox’s has escapedthis
compiler.The journal of SimonFraser, who discoveredthe river on his explorationof
1806-1808,containsnatural history matter denotinghis possession
of a keen eye for
all naturalobjects,but he hasnothingto say of vultureson his stream.
In the fall of 1834, Dr. JohnKirk Townsendand ThomasNuttall endedtheir historic overlandjourney with Wyeth’s OregonExpeditionand arrived on the Columbia
River. Their presencethere may be taken as reflectingan impatienceof long standing
amongAmericanstudentsto gain a first hand knowledgeof the biota of this, to them,
unknownfield, and to securerepresentativematerial for easterncabinets.Townsend
wasthe first man of sciencewith an interestand purposesolelyornithologicalto reach
this uttermost limit of the American wilderness,his purposebeing to introduce to
sciencethe new forms that would for that period completethe North Americanavifaunal list-an entirely legitimateambitionthat he wasto realizeonly vicariously.The
detailsof their journey and the resultsof their laborsin the field are mattersof permanent, thoughscatteredrecordin the literature, and needno repeating.Laden with the
spoilsof his own botanicalcollecting,and with Townsend’snew birds,Nuttall wasfirst
to return to civilization,precipitatingAudubon’sclassicstampede.It is not knownhow
many specimens
of the big vulture Townsendsecured,as it is nowherestatedin his own
publications,nor has it been found mentionedin print elsewhere.At all events he
brought back a fresh eye witnessaccountof the bird, which he generouslyallowed
Audubonto use, and a specimenin juvenal plumagewhich Audubonwas first to describein print; he intimated betweenthe lines of a publishedletter that he was not
entirely satisfiedwith his vulture experiencein the far west.His disappointment
in this
particular was obviouslythe result of the bird’s actual scarcity, as there is no valid
evidencethat it waseveran abundantspecieson the Columbia.It wasevidentlyalready
beginningto frequentthis northernextremity of its rangein still fewer numbers.As a
further token of its scarcityat that time, Townsendhad met on the river a Reverend
SamuelParker, a man of someornithologicalparts with whom he had discussedat
length the birds of the region,who during an extendedstay failed to seethe vulture.
There is no reasonto take the vulture notesfound in the diariesand narrativesof De
Smet, Farnham, Simpson,Ware, and severalother travelerson the Columbiaduring
the early and middle forties,as referring to any bird but Cathartesaura, as the lager
vulture is not specifiedand it seemsto have disappearedfrom the river by this time.
The year followinghis return to Philadelphia,Townsendopenedthe first part-issue
of his longcontemplatedwork on the “Birds of the United States”with a lithograph&
plate of the California Vulture accompanyinghis descriptionand observations, w&h
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are brief and add little to Douglas’ account. He suppressedthis work in favor of Audubon’s announced octave edition, and this first fascicle, which was never distributed, has
always been one of the greatest rarities in the immense field of American ornithologica.

Fig. 11. Title page of Townsend’s suppressedwork; Museum
of Comparative Zoology photograph.

The photostats (figs. 11, 12) were kindly furnished by the library of the Museum of
Comparative Zoology, and were made from one of the five or six copies known to have
survived. A Townsend paper titled “Popular monograph of the accipitrine birds of
North America, No. I [-II] ,” (Lit. Rec. and Journ. Linn. Assoc.Penna. College, 4, 1848:
249-255; 265-272) is said to contain an extended general account of Gymnogyps, but
has not been accessiblefor reference here.
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While Townsend was still somewhereon the Pacific coast, Ferdinand Deppe, a figure
mentioned several times in California history near the end of the Spanish period, made
the last of many trips from points on the west coast of Mexico to the various ports of
California (David Douglas says in his journal under date of October 24, 1832, “I heard
of M. Klotzsch from Mr. Ferdinand Deppe, of Berlin, whom I had the pleasure to meet
in California. Formerly M. Deppe devoted his time wholly to Natural History, Zoology
in particular: but now he is partly engaged in mercantile pursuits. . . .” It may be added

Fig. 12. Plate in Townsend’s suppressed “Ornithology
Museum of Comparative Zoology photograph.

of the United States of America,”

1839:

that Townsend also met Deppe, later in Hawaii.) On his last trip, Deppe traversed the
arduous overland route up the peninsula as far as San Diego over the same trail
Longinos Martinez traveled nearly fifty years before. Like his Spanish predecessorhe
secured a specimen of the California Condor. Deppe was well known in European
scientific circles as an experienced collector of zoological and botanical material, chiefly
in Mexico, and for years had corresponded regularly with the Berlin Museum, where
all his birds were deposited and where duplicates were disposed of in his interest (see
Lichtenstein’s famous “Preis-Verzeichniss der Saugethiere, Vogel, Amphibien, Fische
und Krebse, welche von der Herren Deppe and Schiede in Mexico gesammelt worden,
Berlin, 1830, of which no known copy of the original exists). It is inferred that this final
journey was undertaken chiefly for the purpose of filling in some notable gaps in the
Berlin collections, and it goes without saying that one of its prime objects was to take
at least one specimen of the much desired Californian Vulture.
On receipt of the specimen in Berlin (the fifth in Europe), Lichtenstein, then director of the museum, had it mounted in accordance with the most approved German
standards. Happy in the possessionof material with which at last to show an adequate
likeness of the rare species, he had an engraved portrait prepared to accompany his
report. What successhe achieved in this particular may be judged by comparing this
plate (fig. 13) with Nodder’s and with Temminck’s, the only two yet published; it
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would be unfair to judge it by later standards, since Audubon’s superb plate was published but a short time afterward. Lichtenstein’s report, “Beitrag zur oririthologischen
Fauna Californien nebst Bemerkungen iiber die Artkennzeichen der Pelicane und iiber
einige Vogel von den Sandwich-Inseln,” has never been translated in print, and chiefly
because it is an important California item, that part of it dealing with the vulture is
given here in full. As an indication of its rarity it is believed that Pacific coast libraries
contain a total of not more than four copies, which may account for the late discovery
that the report exists in two quite different versions published three years apart. The
curious bibliographical question involved has been ably discussedand answered by Dr.
G. D. Hanna, of the California Academy of Sciences, in the Condor for 1931 (pp. 2 ll213). The following translation has been made from the variant of the paper taken
from the whole volume (dated 1840) indicated by Hanna as the second issue:
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1. Vultur californianusShaw.
The first specimenof this speciesof vulture came to Europe thirty years ago and was presented
stuffed to the British Museum, but it had been handled so awkwardly that the most important parts,
like the head and beak, can not be recognizedin their true form, as they were restored with wax.
After Latham mentions it in the secondSupplementof the Synofissis,
Shaw gives a description and
reproduction in his Naturalist’s Escelluny tenth [sic] part, which, however, shows all the defects
of the original. NeverthelessHerr Temminck in 1822 had a reproduction of it made ln this condltion in his continuation of Buffon’s work (Plawhes color2es d’oiseaux) and excused the very
evident defects of this presentation with the uncommon rarity of the object. Its true form and
peculiarity has therefore been unknown until the present time and a new reproduction will probably be much desired by many ornithologists.I append one hereto. (Plate I.)
After the division by Illiger of the vultures into the genera Vultur and Cuthartes, Herr Temminck could not use the previously accepted nomenclatureof Shaw becausethe characteristicsof
the true vulture only agreewith those of the largest speciesof Asia and Africa. Meanwhile, however,
he believed he had found some approach to these in the California vulture and named it Cathartes
uultuktus. A note (after the Appendix to the article Condor Pl. 408) which has just becomeknown
in the last delivery of the PlunckesColorikes 1836, informs us that the Netherlands Museum has
received a specimenof this bird from California and points out more plainly the close relationship
between it and the condor of the Andes chain, without however mentioningthe defectsof the former
descriptions(namely the beak). Moreover, Herr Temminck only admits as distinguishingcharacteristicsof the California vulture the lack of fleshy comb and of the white tracing in the pinion feathers.
The iirst of thesecharacteristicsmay at presentpassas valid, as the specimenin Leyden is said to
be an older male on which the comb would have to appearif it were peculiar to the species.The question is still open, however, whether or not the information as to the sex is sufficientlyauthentic. The
secondpoint, however, is not at all correct. Shaw faithfully mentionsthe white edgeson the pinion
feathers, secondorder, plainly observedby me when I examined the London specimen(1833) which
had only been concealedby the awkwardnessof the taxidermist who had covered them with the
neighboringblack feathers, and which on our better colored specimeneven present a narrow outer
wing band (as the reproductionshows). Finally, it can only be attributed to the disfiguringmistreatment of the British spedmen that in the older description Herr Temminck, having seen the wings
extend severalinchesbeyond the tail, believesthem to be unusuallylong and therefore declaresa new
differencebetween both species.When the wings are laid properly they have exactly the same build
and the same relationshipto the neighboring parts of the feathers as those of the condor.
The true distinguishingcharacteristicswhich are very evident to the eye lie in the shape of the
head and beak and in the form of the feathers.
The head of the California vulture has a much larger circumferenceand strongerbuild than that
of the condor.Although in the latter the high fleshy comb of the male gives him an extremely stately
head decoration,the bony structure of the beak is more delicate and slender, as just above the nostrils the bones of forehead and nose slope towards the middle of the beak and the branchesof the
lower jaw also narrow before ending at the tip (of the beak), which is enlarged, bladder-shaped,
and covered with a horny substance.In the California vulture, however, the bridge of the nose is
arched above the openingsin a high and wide curve and only in front of them slopesdown in a
continued curve to the horny tip of the beak, which is not larger in circumferencethan the part of
the beak behind it, coveredonly with skin. Moreover this horny sheath differs in its smaller circumference as it covers only the fourth part of the spacefrom the front eye rim to the point, while in
the condor it covers much more than a third (almost half) of this space.A comparisonof our reproduction with Herr Temminck’s lovely picture of the head of a condor (494th plate) will very
clearly show these points of contrast; yes, even that so mistreatedspecimenof the British Museum
and the picture taken of it show in the bony structure the extremely strange formation of this beak,
which deviates from all similar formations. The disfiguration of that specimen consistsmainly in
the fact that both the horny sheath and the soft covering have been envelopedin an even coating
of coloredvarnish so that it is impossibleto tell where one ends and the other begins.
What is not visible in these profile pictures is the remarkably deep indentation on the reverse
side of the horny sheath of the upper beak. It extendsa good half inch down between the side edges
of the horny sheathwhile in the condor the whole back edgeof the horny sheatis only slightly ridged.
This new difference noted can be expressedby saying that the space between the nostrils and the
FIpI;,““dle
of the horny sheath edge of the California vulture is twice as large as that of the
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The further differences in the formation of the head are: the feathers reaching just to the forehead between the eyes, that is, the whole pate is bald as well as an entire lack of any trace of feathers on the throat and nape of the neck.

Fig. 14. Deppe’s specimen in the Berlin Museum; model for the Lichtenstein plate; photograph
by A. J. van Rossem.
The feathering of the body itself differs mostly in the long-extended narrow, almost lineal shape
of all the feathers in the neck ruff, and on the breast and belly, and in the great elasticity of the
shaft which has on both sides equal widths of a lighter (lead-gray) coloring running down to the
point, causing a fine tracing over these parts, while breast and belly of the condor are covered with
broad even shining black feathers, and his neck ruff consists of shaftless, soft and snow-white feathers. If besides these, another characteristic be required it is shown in the lack of the flesh tlap which
the condor of both sexes has on the lower throat, or the white coloring of the cubital cloak feathers
on the under side of the wing, which are black on the condor like all his other under plumage.
Finally it should be pointed out more in detail that the white in the tracing on the outer wing,
as mentioned above, is found in the edges of the inner wing feathers of the second order, that is, in
their basal portion, partly also, however, in the points of the large cloak feathers, each of which has
a black band through which this white point is regularly separated from the ash-gray root. Thereby
a tracing is produced which shows anew the relationship with the very similar condor wing which
differs only in its clearer and richer drawing.
The remaining parts agree completely in measurement as well as in coloring with those of the
condor only that the black is everywhere less shiny and less evenly thick.
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Measurements
Entire length from point of beak to end of tail
Length of the beak from the point of the hook to the back edge of the nostrils
“
from here to the middle of the eye
“
from eye to edge of bald spot on the occiput
I‘
of wings from the wrists to the point of the 4th (longest) primary
“
of the tail
“
of the extending part of the tail feathers beyond the points of the wings
“
of the tarsus
“
of middle toe without the claw
“
of the claw on it (on the curve)

4 feet*
3% inch
1% “
2
I‘
2
1

“
I‘

8
1
3

Li
“
“

4
4%

”
‘I

1%

‘I

Our male condor measures4 feet 9 inches, the female 4 feet 4 inches, thus showing more difference than Herr
‘l%mminck thought. The condor specimen measured by Herr Y. Humboldt measured (see Rewed d’obrervations de
Zoologie I, p. 58) only 3 feet 3 inches, Paris meas., or 3 feet 1 inch, Rhine meas.
l

Unfortunately Herr Deppe tells us nothing further about thfs stately bird except that it was
found in the cordillere which is not far from the New California coast and runs parallel with it.
Nuttall, who knows the bird only from Temminck’s reproduction, includes it in his ornithology of
the United States to make it more complete, and justifies this by reminding us of the Lewis and
Clark tale of seeing a large black vulture in the Rocky Mountains, which could only have been this
one. This would then give an idea of approximately how far to the east it is found.
Coming to a systematic naming, the direct relationship with the condor and king vulture could
not be better shown than by following Dumeril, who includes these three and several others under
the generic name Sarcoramphus, which, although it originally pointed to the fleshy comb, is not less
suitable here, as almost the whole beak is covered with loose waxy skin and only the point shows
the horn substance covering.

Lichtenstein here leaves the vexed question of vulture classification about where he
found it, contributing nothing in this lengthy discussion to clearing up the general perplexity regarding a proper grouping of the New World species.That he continued perplexed himself is indicated by his later conclusion that all three specimens then accessible must be females, and that the male was still unknown. He postulated the absence
of carunculations on the male without altering his opinion that the California species
belonged with Sarcoramphus, while most of his contemporaries, with the exception of
Lesson, remained divided as to whether it should be placed in this genus or in Cathartes.
Two years after Lichtenstein’s paper was published Lesson set the species aside in’ a
genus of its own which he named Gymnogyps, and while he buried it in a non-ornithological periodical, there is no reason to believe that other systematists of that time were
in ignorance of his views in the matter. Especially is this true of his Parisian confrere
Lafresnaye, who as late as 1849 (in vol. 3 of d’orbigny’s “Dictionnaire Universe1 d’His
toire Naturelle”) was in agreement with Lichtenstein. Whatever may have been the
reason, the name Gymnogyps was not adopted, and the generic distinctness of the California Condor was not again recognized for over thirty years, when Ridgway established Pseudogryphus in 1874. Not until 1901 did the lynx-eyed Richmond discover
and restore the long lost Gymnogyps.
Under circumstances requiring no discussionhere, Audubon retired to Charleston in
the winter of 1836 and prepared the drawings of “upwards of seventy figures” for dispatch to his London engraver. These drawings were based on ninety-three specimens
taken by Townsend in the far west, and represented species new to Audubon’s great
folios which were then nearing completion. Whether the California Condor in juvenal
plumage, later described in Audubon’ letterpress but not figured, was in this lot, or was
included in the material received personally from Townsend after his return to Philadelphia, is nowhere stated. The question of chief interest here is which of the adult specimens known to be in existence at that time served as the model for Audubon’s mammoth plate, numbered CCCCXXVI. If there was a specimen of an adult on this side of
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the Atlantic at that time, there is no indicationof it in any printed referenceknownto
the compiler.Had Townsendreturnedwith a desirableadult specimen,the authorities
of the PhiladelphiaAcademywould certainly have exercisedtheir prior right, as part
financersof the expedition,to claim so rare and pricelessan item for their own fastgrowingcollection.Such an item doesnot appear on Cassin’slist of the Vulturidae
ownedby this institutionin 1849, whereonly an adult from California is listed. In a
specialreport publishedthe followingyear Cassinsays (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila.,
4, [Dec. 18491 1850: 259):
There is also now in the possession
of the Academy, and intended for its museum,though not
yet presented,a valuable collectionmade by our fellow member Mr. E. L. Kern, who has been attached as artist to several of the expeditions of Col. Fremont, and is now in California. This was
collectedby Mr. Kern during the expedition of 1845, and contains numerousspecimensof such
interestingspeciesas Cathartes Cdifomianw . . . .”

However, Audubonwas deviousand persistent,and sincethe well known story of
how he securedTownsend’smaterial fails to itemize specimensor species,there may
have been adults along with the juvenal condor.Somewherein his autobiographical
noteshe statesthat during the springof 1835 he completedthirty-three drawingsin
Londonfor engraver’scopy, and in vol. IV of the letterpress,publishedin 1838,he says
(p. xxii) : “I am alsomuchindebtedto the Councilof the ZoologicalSocietyof London,
who have never ceasedto furnishme with whateverAmericanspecimens
their valuable
museumcontains,allowingme to take them to my house.”Here is evidenceenoughthat
in the eventhe wasin needof a modelfor the CaliforniaVulture plate the Douglasbirds
were accessible,
with the addedadvantageof his beingable to study them at leisurein
hisown studio.
When Havell’s great aquatintscameto be copiedin miniature on stoneto accompany the octave edition, severalof the small reproductionsusedin the first printing
were so unsatisfactoryto Audubonas to requirechangingor doingover, and thus several of theseprints exist in two states.The condorplate is one of theseand the differencecanbe seenin the smallhalftonesreproducedhere (figs.16,17).
To the great lossof Americanletters,Audubonnever sawthe California Condorin
life, and was forcedto quotewhat life history cameto him secondhand. But he left his
regretin print (Or&h. Biog.,4, 1838: viii) :
It was my wish to crossthe Continent of America, gaze on the majestic wilds of the Rocky
Mountains, wander along the greenvalleys of the Oregon,and searchthe shoresof the Pacific Ocean
and a portion of North California; but circumstances
denied me the pleasureanticipated.

The long succession
of famoussea captainsand lords of navieswho touchedthe
westernshoresof North Americaup to the early nineteenthcentury,whosenamesand
the namesof their shipsare known to moststudents,had muchto say of our “natural
productions,”and their reportsand narrationssometimes
containdescriptions
and even
coloredplatesof birds new to the world of ornithology.Many of thesevoyageurshad
among their officerscompetentnaturalists,who returned voluminousand often important accountsof their field experiences
to their superiors,supportingtheir noteswith
specimens.
In the aggregatethesecontributionsto the vertebratesciences
constituteno
mean assemblageof important zoologicalmaterial. It is significant,however, that
throughoutthe entire rangeof the immenseliterature that has grownup aroundthese
voyages there is scarcelya paragraphof originalmatter in referenceto our condor.The
sailingof Vizcaino’sfleet up to anchoragein the vicinity of a deadwhalewasa fortuitous
circumstancethat alone enabledthe observantfriar to securethe intimate data he recorded; and Me&es’ chancemeetingwith a lone condor,perchedwithin easy range,

Fig. 16. Audubon’s

octave lithograph;

first printing.

Fig. 17. Audubon’s

octave lithograph;

second printing.
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was an accident of good luck. Such opportunities seem to
have been denied most of the others, as their combined observations add little or nothing to the bird’s history. The
extreme shynessof Gymnogyps may in part account for this,
as its fear of man is unquestionably inherent and of prehistoric origin.
Dating back to the colonial period of California history,
the story of playful vaqueros lassoing gorged condors for the
purpose of pitting them against eaglesin some rude arena has
become monotonous through much repetition, although a full
and satisfactory description of such an unequal contest has
not been traced. It is very doubtful if any frontiersman ever
used so large and impractical a substitute for a lost pipe stem
as a condor quill, but the story has come down through a long
line of compilers who have not overlooked Douglas, and who
never fail to throw in for good measure two jet black spherical eggs in a grass-lined nest. And, finally, there may have
been a lone forty-niner who once attracted some local attention by storing his stock of the precious dust in a necklace
of condor quills, but it is indicated in the books as a general practice.
In illustration of its capacity for such a use, a primary quill is shown
(fig. 18)) exact size, as drawn by Mr. John L. Ridgway, with the rigging, stopper and all, indicated in accordance with approved tradition.
Users of the weed, especially those who adhere to the lowly corn cob
of our ancestors, will note how ill adapted such a monster tube is for
service as a pipe stem. No account of our condor could be considered
full and complete with these hackneyed references omitted.
Among early California pioneers there was an occasional literate
foresighted enough to keep a journal of events and observations of
sufficient importance to warrant later publication, while others in after
years drew on their memories, and no doubt their imaginations as
well, to satisfy the general clamor for authentic data by eye witnesses.
Manu,script material of both kinds is still being unearthed and published. The daily bread of these wilderness breakers was largely venison and bear meat, and with them the big vulture had won an evil
reputation as a despoiler of their hard won provender. If they shot a
fat buck and returned to the distant cabin for a pack horse, a clean
picked skeleton greeted their next sight of the kill. Covering the deer
with brush or pine boughs was of no avail against sharp eyes already
advised, but they were to learn what the Indian knew of old, that a
vulture is drawn to his food by sight alone. Such a pioneer was one,
who in later years won his spurs in work with birds, but who in 1847
was merely one of the trail blazers striving to carve out a homestead
for his young family. This hunter-naturalist was Andrew Jackson
Grayson, whose life story is the romance of early western ornithology
known to every student. His reminiscences of the California Vulture
are included in Walter E. Bryant’s biographical sketch (Zoe, 2,189l:
52-53) :
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It is the largestrapaciousbird of North America and . . . it is better known in California than
elsewhere,where, previousto the civilization of that country, it was very abundant, approachingin
large flock.5the near vicinity of the Missions, where it contendedwith the coyote for the offal and
carcassesof cattle slaughteredfor their hides and tallow. In the early days of California history it
was more frequently met with than now, being of a cautiousand shy dispositionthe rapid settlement of the countryhas partially driven it off to more secludedlocalities.I remember the time when
this vulture was much disliked by the hunter for the ravages upon any large game he may have
killed and left exposedfor only a short length of time. So powerful is its sight that it will discover
a dead deer from an incredible distancewhile soaring in the air.. A caseof this kind happenedwith
myself whilst living in the mountains of Marhr County, California, in the year 1847. At that time
my main dependencefor meat wherewith to feed my little family was my rifle. The hills and mountains there abounded in deer and other game and it was not difficult to kill a deer any day, but to
kill a fat one could only be done by accident or the acutenessof a skillful hunter in making such a
selection.A four-point buck in the month of July could always be dependedupon as savory venison
with ribs and haunch covered with tallow. One fine morning I had shot a large and exceedinglyfat
buck of four points, on the hills above my little cabin. Taking a survey of the sky in every direction
I could not discover a single vulture, and, as my cabin was but a short distance from the spot, I
concludednot to cover my game as I could return with my horse to pack it home before the vultures would be likely to trouble it. But for this lack of caution I was doomed, as in many other
events in my life, to disappointment.I was gone about two hours, when, on returning, I found my
game surroundedand covered by a flock of at least a dozen vultures, and others still coming. Some
so far up in the heavensas to appear lie a small black speckupon the clear blue sky. So busy were
they, tearing and devouring the deer and fighting among themselvesthat I approachedquite near
before they saw me, when all arose, some flying a short distanceand perching upon the rocks and
sides of the hi, while others less gorged were sailing around taking a bird’+eye view of the half
consumeddeer and my chagrin. Their greed in feeding upon a carcassand their aerial movements
remind me of the black vulture (C. atratzrs), and like that bird they have often been known to gorge
themselvesso as to be unable to fly.
The California vulture seemsto be entirely restricted to the regionswest of the Rocky Mountains and its geographicalrange doesnot extend as far south as Cape St. Lucas, nor north to Washington Territory. Its flight when ascendingis a quick movement of the wings and alternate sailing
in circlestill out of sight. It soarsto an immenseheight and is endowed with such a far-seeing eye
that it is able to discover over a great expanseof territory any dead animal which may happen to
be exposedto view.. . . The home of this vulture is amid the clouds and in the wildest mountain
regionsit seeksfor a retreat and to repose,usually preferring to perch upon rocks than upon trees.

These frontiersmen usually spoke of the bird in a casual manner with reference to
little more than its being an ever present nuisance, but not so with JohnClyman. This
hardy observer sought details of behavior and flight to enter in his diary, but like many
another who wondered at the immensity of the creature, he stretched the wings both
physically and morally. Clyman’s original diaries, contained in nine small notebooks
covering the years 1844 to 1846, are owned by the Huntington Library, and have been
published in full by the California Historical Society (Special Publication NO. 3, 1928:
l-247). Some of the pertinent entries are (pp. 182, 183) :
Napper Creek, California, August 16, 1845. We had rare sport shooting deer Bringing in nine
skins in the Evening the most of the meat being left on the ground for the wolves and vultures and
of the latter the country seemsto be remarkably well stocked.Besidethe raven and Turkey Buzzard
of the statesyou seehere the royal vulture in greate abundancefrequently measuremgFourteen feet
from the extremity of one wing to the extremity of the other.
September8, 1845.Killed five deer one large grixzeledbear one Royal vulture this is the largest
fowl I have yet seenmeasuringwhen full grown full 14 feet from the extremity of one wing to the
extremity of the other Like all the vulture tribe thii fowl feeds on dead carcasesbut like the bald
Eagle prefers his meat fresh and unputrefied they seem [to] hover over the mountains in greate
numbersand are never at least fault for their prey but move directly and rapidly to the carcaSecuttmg
the wind with their wings and creating a Buzzing sound which may Cbelheard at a miles distance
and making one or two curvesthey immediately alight and commenseglutting.
Another pioneer manuscript of interest owned by the Huntington Library, and
marked for publication only after the recent discovery in an eastern COlleCtiOn Of a
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long lost part, is that of J. Goldsborough Bruff. There is entered here one of the few
records that may be considered authentic of the California Condor on the east slope of
the Sierra Nevada, supported by a description and measurements of a bird taken. There
is also a pencil drawing of two perched condors which, though incorrect as to certain
details, unmistakably represents the species. The codex that was examined had the
added interest of being marked and annotated throughout in the familiar scrawl of Dr.
Elliott Coues, who handled it in 1898 and left the clue that there must be a missing
volume.
Also of this period is Alfred Robinson’s translation in 1846 of Fr. Geronimo Boscana’s “Chinigchinich,” a detailed account of the origin, customs, and traditions of the
Acagchemem Indians centered around Mission San Juan Capistrano, about midway
between San Diego and Los Angeles. Robinson, whose own story as an American resident of Spanish California is well known to history, intended merely to write an introduction to the Boscana material, but carried it to such length that it has been republished several times as a separate book. The “Chinigchinich” was not republished in
America until 1933, when it was issued in a sumptuous format with annotations by
John P. Harrington, of the Bureau of American Ethnology, who has also included an
immensely valuable bibliography.
Boscana’s account includes several references to the condor and of the vital importance to the Indians of its plumage for use in their ceremonial equipment. The part
of chief interest here is the author’s description of the annual condor killing rite, which
can be presented no better than in his own words. This matter has been transcribed
from the first edition, 1846 (pp. 291-293) :
The most celebratedof all their feasts,and which was observedyearly, was the one they called
the “Panes,”signifying a bird feast. Particular adoration was observedby them for a bird resembling
much in appearancethe common buzzard, or vulture, but of larger dimentions.The day selectedfor
the feast was made known to the public on the evening previous to its celebration,and preparations
were made immediately for the erection of their Vanquech,into which, when completed,and on the
opening of the festival, they carried the Panes in solemn procession,and placed it upon the altar
erected for the purpose. Then, immediately, all the young, married and unmarried females, commenced running to and fro, with great rapidity; some in one direction and some in another, more
like distracted than rational beings; continuingthus racing, as it were, whilst the elder classof both
sexesremainedsilent spectatorsto the scene.The “Pu&d’
painted as has been heretofore described,
looked like so many devils, in the meantime dancing around their adored “PMz~.”
These ceremoniesbeing concluded,they seized upon the bird, and carried him in processionto
the principal Yanquechor temple, all the assemblyuniting in the grand display-the Puplem preceding the same, dancing and singing. Arriving there, they killed the bird without losing a particle
of its blood. The skin was removed entire, as a relic, or for the purpose of making their festival
garment,“Paelt.” The carcassthey interred within the temple in a hole prepared previously,around
which all the old women stood collected,who, while weepingand moaning most bitterly, kept throwing upon it various kinds of seeds,or particles of food, and exclaimingat the same time “why did
you run away? would you not have been better with us? you would have made pinole as we do,
and if you had not run away, you would have not become a ‘Panes.“’ Other expressionsequal in
simplicity were made use of, and as the ceremony was concluding,the dancing commencedagain,
and continuedfor three days and nights,accompaniedwith all the brutalitiesto which they are subject.
The Indians state that said “Panes” was once a female who ran off and retired to the mountains,
when accidentally meeting with “CHINIGCHINICH,”
he changedher into a bird, and the belief is,
that notwithstanding they sacrificedit every year, she becameagain animated, and returned to her
home among the mountains. But the ridiculousfable does not end here; for they believed, as often
as the bird was killed, it became multiplied; becauseevery year all the Capitanes celebrated the
samefeast of Paws, and were firm in the opinion that the birds sacrificedwere but one and the same
female. They had no evidence, however, of where she lived, or where she originated, and neither
were the names of her parents known. The commemorationof the festival was in compliancewith
the commandsgiven by Chinigchinich.
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In one form or anotherthis ceremonyis believedto have been practiced generally
throughout the range of the vulture, and is understoodto existevenat the presenttime,
with symbolismreplacingthe use of an actual bird. The indispensable
apronworn at
this feast,as well as at other celebrations,wasa wovenbelt from whichwassuspended
the longestcondorfeathersobtainable,but which today is made up of any feathers
accessible,such as eagle,hawk, raven, and even owl, splicedtogether for the length
demandedby tradition. Cave depositand other ancientmaterial has been found indicating that the ancestorsof thesepeoplesplicedeven their condorfeathersfor greater
length,whichsuggests
that the longextinct Teratods may have beenat the bottomof
this myth. So imperativewas the demandfor nestlingcondorsthat a nestwasconsidered the inviolableproperty of the Indian who found it, and becamea personalpossessionof the greatestimportanceand value, to be handeddown from father to son.
The extensiveand constantdemandfor feathers,as well as for the birds themselves,
must have operatedas a considerablecheckon Gymnogyps,and will needto be taken
into accountby the personelectedto compose
the obituaryof the species.
The mad scrambleof adventurersfrom the four cornersof the earth to get into the
California gold fields in 1849 and the early and middle fifties resultedin a flood of
booksand pamphletsin many languages,mostappallingto an amateurbibliographer,
and the presentcompileradmitsto but a superficialcombingof this field of little promise. Enoughof it was examinedto establishthesetwo facts: the “big red-headedbuzzard” succeeded
fairly well in keepingout of the way of thesearmedtransients,and it
unquestionablyattainedits “maximumwing spread”duringthis brief but hecticera. A
few recordsof occurrenceof more or lessreliability were discovered,and at least one
title of outstandinginterestwas noticedas worthy of specialmention.This is the narrative of JohnWoodhouseAudubon,secondsonof the immortalJohnJames.
This son was to realize in part the expressedlongingof his father to gaze on the
wondersof the far west,but on his overlandjourney acrossMexico and the southwest
to arrive amid thesesceneshe was to experiencea more bitter taste of the wilderness
than any sufferedby the augustparent’s own pioneering.Also like his father’s early
losingstruggleto mix businesswith ornithology,the son’s California venture was a
dismal failure resultingin heavy financialloss.ProfessorHerrick has said (Audubon
the Naturalist, 2, 1917: 297-298) that JohnW. was an observantand self-reliantcollector in the field and an animal painter and draughtsmanof no mean powers; and
that he wasprobablyas devotedto adventureand sportas his father had ever beenin
hispalmiestdays.
John W. Audubon’s account (Audubon’s westernjournal; 1849-1850)) not publishedin full until 1906 (Arthur H. Clark Co.), is an entertainingand stimulatingaccount of a naturalist’s adventuresand observationsin new fields, and the book has
long ago passedout of print. At the time it was beingrecorded,the author well knew
that the nest,egg,and downy youngof Gymnogypswere entirely unknown,and while
he believedhe had seenthe nestat a distanceit is quite obvioushe was mistaken.The
youngerAudubon’sfew referencesto the vulture are (pp. 176,182,218,221,223,224):
[November 7 or 8, 1849.1As we stood looking at all this [Mission San Luis Rey, in southern
California], from a hill higher than the one on which we were, swoopeda California vulture coming
toward us until, at about fifty yards, having satisfiedhis curiosity,though not mine, he rosein majestic circleshigh above us, and with a suddendash took a straight line, somewhat inclining downwards, towards the mountains acrossthe valley and was lost to sight, from actual distance.
Tulare Valley [late November or early December, 18491. Here, for the first time, I saw the
Lewis woodpecker,and Steller’s jay in this country. I have seen many California vultures and a
newhawk, with white tail and red shoulders.
March 29th [1850]. The Tuolumne here, one mile above Hawkin’s Bar, comesout of a gorge
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in the hills , .‘. and makes its way to the San Joaquin, ninety or a hundred miles from the mouth
of that stream.. . . The buzzards in this upper country are just pairing. I have seenthree or four
couplesof the California vulture but have not securedone yet.
April 5 [1850]. Leaving Hawkin’s Bar for Green Springs.Overheadwe saw the heavy, sweeping
motion of the [California] vulture’s wing, or watched his silent circles.
April 9th [ 18.501.This morning we crossedthe river [Tuolumnel and after a trot of about five
miles came to the cafion.I made my way to the lower end called Indian Bluff and my sketch was
finishedby probably five o’clock, but having no watch I cannot tell. Here I saw the nests of the
California vulture, but on the oppositeside of the river, now an impassabletorrent.

This indeed would have been an observation worth recording had it been correct,
as but one or two early nesting records exist for the Sierra Nevada; in fact records of
mere occurrence in these high mountains are few and far between.
At the time young Audubon was making his way up the San Joaquin Valley on his
journey to the diggings, and was seeing the many California Condors mentioned in his
diary under date of December, 1849, the body of William Gamble was being laid at
rest on a hillside overlooking the Feather River. The sad death of this promising American ornithologist had been the indirect result of a winter crossing of the Sierra Nevada,
and what was to have been his second exploration of California was thus terminated
before it had fairly begun. Gamble is said to have been a protege of Thomas Nuttall,
and being greatly stimulated by the successof Townsend on the Columbia, he joined a
party of trappers for the overland journey and reached California in 1842, returning
to Philadelphia in 1845, with a small but choice collection of birds. His activity in the
field during this period marked the beginning of California ornithology, and “his final
report forms the basis of all subsequent work” (Stone, Condor, 18, 1916: 11) . As
Gamble was the second American ornithologist to reach the Pacific coast, and the first
to collect in California, his remarks on the vulture in this report (Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci.
Phila., ser. 2, 1, 1847: 25) seem worthy of quoting in full:
This immenseand interestingbird, rivalling the Condor in size, and confinedexclusivelyto the
Pacific coast,is particularly abundant in California during winter, when they probably come from
Oregon,as they are said to disappearfrom the region of the Columbia at that time.
Although it doesnot display the fimiliarity of the Turkey Buzzard, yet they are often found in
the vicinity of towns.
It is very voracious,and nothing less than the carcassof a horse or cow can make a meal for
many of them; but such food is abundant, at leasein the fall of the year, when the dry pasturage
has been destroyedby fire, accidentallyor intentionally, by the Indians. These fires extend over large
tracts of country, and in consequence
many cattle perish, as well as from the summer drought.
It is not uncommonto seethem assemblewith the gulls, and greedily devour the carcasses
of
whales which have been cast ashore; they will also frequently pursue wounded game.
The male in perfect plumage has the skin of the head and neck orange-yellow,and the irides
carmine.

Gamble would have given some measurements here if he had ever held a specimen
of this bird in his hands, but he must have had a live condor at fairly close range to
have seen the color of the iris. Townsend had given the color of the iris as hazel brown,
which is further evidence that he, Townsend, did not secure an adult on the Columbia.
Gamble probably could have taken a specimen of the vulture during the long period
he collected in California, but he seemedto be chiefly in searchof novelties.
As reported by Cassin (in Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., 4, 1850: 259), E. L. Kern,
another member of the Philadelphia Academy, attached as artist to several of Fremont’s
expeditions, had collected a specimen of Gymttogyps in California in 1845, and this
seems to be the first adult deposited in any eastern museum. Still another Philadelphia
ornithologist, Adolphus L. Heermann, spent three years in California, returning to the
east in 1852 with the largest collection yet assembled in the State, and later was back
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on the coastas a member of Lieut. Williamson’s Pacific Surveys party. He failed on
both visits to take the vulture, but his report on the birds taken during the survey includes the following account (Pacific Railroad Surveys, 10, pt. 4, 1859: [29] ) :
%‘hU unsuccessfullyhunting in the Tejon Valley, we have often passedseveralhours without
a singleone of this speciesbeing in sight, but on bringing down any large game, ere the body had
grown cold, these birds might be seenrising above the horizon, and slowly sweepingtowards us,
intent upon their share of the prey. Nor, in the absenceof the hunter will his game be exempt from
their ravenousappetite, though it be carefully hidden, and coveredby shrubberyand heavy branches;
as I have known thesemauraudersto drag forth from its concealmentand devour a deer within an
hour. Any article of clothing thrown over a carcasswill shield it from the vultures, though not from
the grizzly bear, who little respectssuchflimsy protection.The California vulture joins to his rapacity
an immense muscularstrength; as a sample of which it will sufficeto state that I have known four
of them, jointly, to drag off, over a spaceof two hundred yards, the body of a young grizzly bear,
weighing upwards of a hundredpounds.
A nest of this bird, with young, was discoveredon the Tuolumne River, by someIndians who
were sent there in searchof a horse-thief.It was about eight feet back from the entranceof a crevice
in the rocks, completelysurroundedand masked by thick underbrushand trees, and composedof a
few loosesticksthrown negligentlytogether.The effluvium arisingfrom the vicinity was overpowering. We found two other nestsof a like constructionand similarly situated; one at the head of the
Merced River, and the other in the mountains near Warner’s Ranch. From the latter the Indians
annually rob the young, and having duly prepared them by long feeding,kill them at one of their
great festivals.
At Santa Cruz I saw three or four pairs of vultures constantly,from February to October.At
almost all times they could be seensailing far overhead; hut I did not, after much watching, trace
them to their nests.They are doubtlessconstantresidents.
Dr. S. W. Woodhouse, surgeon with Capt. Sitgreaves’ expedition, saw two birds near
San Jose and reported only that they were shy and solitary (Report Expd. down Zuni
and Colo. Rivers, 1853 : 58). Dr. J. S. Newberry, surgeon with the Pacific Surveys party
in Northern California and Oregon, had more to say regarding the species as observed in
1855, and stated in the sixth volume of the “Pacific Railroad Surveys” ( 1857: 73) :
A portion of every day’s experiencein our march through the SacramentoValley was a pleasure
in watching the graceful evolutions of this splendid bird. Its colors are pleasing; the head orange,
body black, with wings brown and white and black, while its flight is easy and effortless,almost
beyond that of any other bird. As I sometimesrecall the characteristicscenery of California, those
interminable stretchesof waving grain, with, here and there, between the rounded hills, orchard-like
clumps of oak, a scene so solitary and yet so home-like, over these oat-covered plains and slopes,
golden yellow in the sunshine,always floats the shadow of the vulture.
This vulture, though common in California, is much more shy and difficult to shoot than its
associate,the turkey buzzard, (C. aura), and is never seenin suchnumbersor exhibiting such familiarity as the two species,C. aura and C. a&a&, the efficient scavengerswhich swarm in our southern
cities.We had, however, on our first entranceinto this field, many opportunitiesof shootingthis bird,
but were unwilling to burden ourselveswith it. After we left Sacramentovalley, we saw very few
in the Klamath basin, and none within the limits of Oregon C18.551.
It is sometimesfound there, but
much more rarely than in California. In size, the Californian vulture is secondonly to the condor,
attaining a length of four feet, and a stretchof wing of ten feet, or more. A fme specimenwas presentedto Dr. Sterlingon his return to San Francisco,and was for sometime kept alive. He succeeded,
however, in tearing from his legs the cord which confinedhim, and escaped.
He ate freely the meat
given him, and was a magnificentbird.
This was the most intimate account that any of the Government parties had so far
included in their reports, and it was widely quoted at the time. This same year, 1855,
the first specimen was received at the California Academy of Sciences, and reported in
volume 1 of the “Proceedings” (p. 70a-b) . The founding of this scientific body marked
the beginning, among other things, of a lively local interest in Gymnogyps, and of serious efforts on the part of certain ornithologically-minded
members to secure for science
the still unknown facts of the bird’s nidification. Most interested of all in this matter
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was Alexander S. Taylor of Monterey, a contributor to historical and scientific periodicals of the day, who was already in correspondencewith British ornithologists. He
had published some notes on the vulture in 1854 in “The California Farmer” with a view
to gaining additional information from ranchers and others living close to the bird’s
haunts. Assembling all accessible material, including careful measurements with detailed description of a fresh specimen taken on the beach at Monterey, he put together
the longest article yet written on the speciesand sent it to J. H. Gurney, of Norwich,
England. Gurney was probably at that time second to none as an authority on the
raptorial birds of the world, and he communicated the article, with a short introduction
of his own, to “Newman’s Zoologist,” where it was published in 1855 (vol. 13: 46324635). The account received much attention and was widely reviewed, causing interested museum authorities here, as well as abroad, to renew their demands for California Condor material. This first article by Taylor contains some rough anatomical notes
not before published, as well as some other miscellaneous information that was new.
Like Douglas he included an incorrect description of the egg received at second hand
from what he considered a reliable source; he did state that but a single egg was laid
by the species.
Gurney was especially eager to have the speciesrepresented in his great collection
of raptors in Norwich Castle Museum, and Taylor was soon able to furnish him with
the first known egg and downy young (figured as color plates in the Ibis, 2, 1860, pls.
VIII-IX),
together with adult material (4 specimens listed in the 1894 catalogue).
Not to be anticipated by foreign descriptions of these unique items, the enthusiastic
Californian communicated an account of their discovery to the “San Francisco Herald”
(May 5, 1859), a copy of which Gurney relayed to P. L. &later for editorial notice in
volume 1 of the Ibis (pp. 469-470), quarterly of the newly founded British Ornithol-

Fii.

19. W. M. Ord’s original drawing for first published portrait of downy young; courtesy of
Dr. Alexander Wetmore,United StatesNational Museum.
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ogists’ Union. The following month Taylor began publishing in “Hutchings’ California
Magazine” (~01s. 3-4, 1859) his famous second article, “The Great Condor of California,” which ran through three issues,with an extended account of the egg and young.
All this matter was printdd concurrently in “The California Farmer.”
This second article, or series of articles, constitutes a notable and most interesting
contribution to Gymnogypsiana, and deserves a more extended notice than can be
given it here. Drawings of the egg, downy young, and adult were prepared by W. M.
Ord, of Monterey, for reproduction on wood blocks, and are creditable enough considering the time and place of publication. Ord’s long lost original drawing of the chick,
important as being the first, was located in the files of the National Museum and kindly
loaned by Dr. Alexander Wetmore. An account of a specimen taken in Napa County
as it “flew off with a nine pound hare it had killed,” published in the “Daily Alta California” in 1858, gave rise to the highly imaginary drawing accompanying the last installment. The lengthy account is not of course without flaws, as the author included
about everything told him regarding the bird, but it succeededin laying at rest several
hoaxes, that no matter how innocently perpetrated, had received a wide currency over
a long period of time. Not the least notable result of Taylor’s publication is that it
brought into general usage (at least in the west) the name California Condor, as no
attention had ever been paid Bonaparte’s use of the term in 1833.
In the interim between Taylor’s two publications, the Smithsonian Institution issued Dr. T. M. Brewer’s “North American Oology” (1857), in which (pp. 6-7) a false
description of the egg, different from any of the others, was given. Only students of a
past generation can understand the importance attributed formerly to the study and

Fig. 20. Woodcut from Ord’s drawing; published in “Hutcbings’
California Magazine,” 1859.
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collecting of eggs, or why the unknown egg of this vulture was a matter of such widespread curiosity, with everyone eager to be first to describe it. Dr. James Trudeau had
made a careful drawing of an egg laid by a captive vulture in the Jardin des Plantes
in Paris, which was claimed to be a California Vulture, and had presented the sketch
to Brewer for what it was worth. Brewer unhesitatingly accepted the evidence as genuine and described the drawing in great detail, being troubled only by the possibility
of an egg laid in captivity differing from one laid by the same speciesin a wild state.
No live California Vulture had yet reached Europe, and the Paris bird must have been
some unidentified female from Asia or Africa. The egg was beautifully marked with
reddish-brown blotches on a rich cream-color ground!
The real reason why so many qualified collectors among the early naturalists who
operated in California returned home laden with every ornithological treasure but a
skin of Gymnogyps is understood best by those few ornithologists who have ever really
attained the difficult mountainous terrain occupied by the species.A few of the great
number of such visitors who left empty handed in this particular were: La Perouse, in
1786 ; G. H. von Langsdorff, 1806; Dr. Alex. Collie, G. T. Lay and Lieut. Belcher,
1826-1827; Dr. Pa010 Emilio Botta, 1827-1828; and Dr. Adolphe Simon Neboux,
1837. Nuttall tried with every means at his command to secure a specimen during his
stay in Monterey in 1836 ; Townsend was all but frustrated in one of the chief objects
of his long journey. Others who failed were: William Gamble, 1842-1845 ; Titian R.
Peale, 1840; Col. Andrew J. Grayson, 1846-1857; William Hutton, 1847-1851; J. W.
Audubon, 1849; J. G. Bell, 1849; A. L. Heermann, 1849-1854; Dr. S. W. Woodhouse,
1851; James Hepburn, 1852-1869; Dr. J. S. Newberry, 1854; John Xantus, 18571858. A great many of these would have undergone any hardship to take the rare vulture, and could well have succeededhad they been equipped to gain the distant heights
where the birds spent most of their time. Taylor had intimated that the chief obstacle
preventing his better acquaintance with the specieswas the expense involved in meeting it on its own ground. It was necessary to be well mounted and in company with
mountain men who knew where to look for the common roosting place or the nest cave.
Pack animals were needed to carry in supplies and equipment for a campaign against
wild nature at her very worst. The occasional loss of a sure-footed pack mule testified
to the insecurity and hazard of the trail, and often skilled cragmanship was necessary
to gain an objective. These difficulties are nowhere better reflected than in Professor
Baird’s laconic entry in his classicvolume IX of the “Pacific Railroad Surveys Reports”
(1859), where he states (p. 5) : “A single specimen in the National Museum was col’ lected at the mouth of the Columbia River by J. K. Townsend.” This was the immature bird purchased by Audubon, who after it had served his purpose, presented it
to Professor Baird for the national collection. In this same year Drs. Cooper and Suckley, naturalists on the northern route of the Pacific Surveys, reported their failure to
meet the species on the Columbia, although Dr. Cooper was reluctant to disregard a
distant sight record of his own.
Professor Baird’s immense influence on the development of zoological science during his era is exemplified in the results attained by the corps of young enthusiasts scattered throughout the Pacific Railroad Surveys and the several other Government explorations in the west during and after his official life. Most of these men had been
personally selected by him, and many of them had received their first instruction and
training under his stimulating guidance. Among this group, not already referred to,
whose names will always be associated with one of the most active and productive
periods in the history of western ornithology, were Dr. James G. Cooper, Henry W.
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Henshaw, and Robert Ridgway. Dr. Elliott Coues, the great individualist, can scarcely
by classified as anybody’s disciple, although he dominated the entire school.Dr. Cooper’s
life in California covered a period of nearly fifty years, beginning in 1855 with a six
weeks collecting trip in the Santa Clara Valley, and ending with his death in Hayward
in 1902. During his active years he collected over a major part of the state, and although
he often mentioned the vulture in his writings, there is no evidence there that he ever
took a specimen, or indeed that he ever became intimately acquainted with the species
in nature. In the first of two articles devoted exclusively to Gymnogyps (Land Birds,
1870, pp. 495, 496-502), he included the published observations of Douglas, Taylor,
Newberry, and Heermann, which he prefaced with a short sketch of his own, as follows:
This large bird, secondin size only to the condor of South America, among the Raptors, appears
to be limited to the western part of the United States, not having been yet obtained in Mexico, and
rarely north of the Columbia River.
It is most abundant in the hot interior valleys of California, where .the large herds of cattle
furnish abundanceof food; but I saw none along the Colorado, or east of the San Bernardino Mountains, the scarcity of large animals there being a barrier to their migration, although from their lofty
flight and extensivevision they probably sometimessee a dead or sickly antelope and follow it to
the more desert regionsof the State, in which they may find also some mountain sheep.The cattle
killed at Fort Mojave attracted but two turkey-buzzardsthere during five months, and tuovultures.
I have not seenmany of these birds along the sea-coastwhere most of my later collectionswere
made, and none on the islandsor in the highest Sierra Nevada. They are said, however, when other
food is scarce,to feed on dead sealsand whale meat, though I have not seenthem do so.
At Monterey I saw in Dr. Canfield’s possessiona full-grown living specimen,which he had
raised from the nest. Being fed on fresh meat, it had no offensivesmell, and its plumage was clean
and shining. It was gentle and familiar, but stupid, spendingmost of its time dozing on the fence.
Dr. Cooper’s second article (Zoe, 1, 1890: 248-249), contained the first alarm
sounded on behalf of the fast vanishing species,and one of the first published appeals
for its protection. Containing an interesting reminiscence, this article is worthy of full
transcription:
In May, 1872, when travelling by wagon from San Diego to Los Angeles and encampednear
the coastabout what is now the southernboundary of Orange County, I was examining the geology
of the low hills bordering the sea-beach,when I noticed a strange-lookingand large bird sitting on a
grassy hillside some distance from me. As I approachedit, being on foot and not attempting to
concealmyself, as I was armed only with a hammer and unprepared to attack it, I of courseexpected to seeit fly away. But although, as I soon saw, it was a California vulture, generally a very
shy bird, it seemedon this occasionquite the reverse,and I walked up to its side as it stood there
with eyes wide open, as unconcernedas if it consideredme a brother biped. I could see no sign of
injury or diseaseabout it; on the contrary, it was in splendidspring plumageand apparently a male.
Nor did it seem a very old bird, but every feather was as clean and perfect as if painted in one of
Audubon’s finest plates. Its head and neck were of a light orange, showing that it was not a young
bird, and it showedno sign of having surfeited itself on carrion lately. As I had never succeededin
shooting one of these birds, on account of their shynessand becauseI rarely carried a rifle, shot
being nearly uselessfor killing them, I debated whether I should not take advantage of this lucky
chance,and kill it with my hammer. It never moved except to open its bill in a lazy way when I
pointedthe hammer at it. But I was loaded with fossilsand had several miles to walk to camp, so
I did not feel like carrying a heavy bird, which looked at least as large as a twenty-five pound turkey.
It seemedan unfair advantageto take of a sick or starving, but harmlessif not useful bird, so I left
it to fuliill its destiny.
Now, whatever may have been the matter with this vulture, there is no doubt that the species
is in processof extinction. To prove this, it is only necessaryto read the notes compiled by Mr. L.
&l&g, in me “Land Bir& of the Pacific District,” one of the Academy’s “OccasionalPapers” issued
this year, page24 [cited beyond]. Taking these notes in the order of their dates, from Nuttall, 1840,
to Belding, 1890, it is evident that the bird has rapidly grown scarce.I can testify mYElf that from
my first obse~ation of it in California, in 185.5,I have seen fewer every year when I have been in
localities suitable for them. There can be little doubt that unless protectedour great vulture is
doomed to rapid extinction.
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The causesof this are not hard to perceive.Besidespoisonused to kill wild animals on which
the vulturesthen feed, two othersmay be given. One is the much lessabundanceof cattle, sheep,etc.,
kept in those parts of the State, where grazing is giving way to agriculture and fruit-raising. The
other is the foolishhabit of men and boys, who take every opportunity of shootingthesebirds, merely
becausethey are so large and make good marks for their rifles when they want to practice at vulture’s headsas a preparation for the annual turkey shootingin the fall. Some may even believethat
the vultures injure their live stock, but with little reason.
Several years ago some liberal-minded legislatorgot a bill passedin this State forbidding the
killing of this bird, for the reasonthat it is useful as a scavengerand not injurious. Very few of the
presentinhabitants of California probably know that there is such a law, and its annual publication
as one of the game laws might help toward enforcingit. The vulture is certainly worth preservingif
possible,for it is one of the native curiositiesof the west coast, known from Lower California to
Puget Sound,and the largestland bird of North America. In someof the Gulf Stateseven the turkey
buzzard and little black vulture are protectedby law on account of their usefulnessin consuming
dead animals.

Both Taylor and Dr. Cooper, as well as others, have referred to Dr. Canfield, of
Monterey, as a source of information regarding the rare vulture, Taylor especially quoting him at length. Dr. Canfield was one of the Academy members who had interested
themselves in securing reliable data on the bird, and as he was often in the field as a
hunter of big game and had lived three years in camp in the mountains, he came to know
something of the speciesat first hand. References to his possessionof a downy young,
which he raised until it had attained adult plumage, have been found in several places,
including Dr. Cooper’s first article cited above. This specimen later became famous as
the first living individual of this speciesto reach Europe, where the most was made of
it as a unique exhibit in the gardens of the Zoological Society of London, and where also
after its death the most was made of its carcass as an object of study by comparative
anatomists, although to this day the myology of the speciesis as unknown as that of
the dodo. Dr. &later’s notice of the arrival of this important addition to the Society’s
zoo (Proc. Zool. Sot. London [34], 1866:366) follows:
The Secretarycalled the attention of the meetingto a line specimenof the Californian vulture
(C&z&es cdifomiams, Shaw) recently added to the Society’s living collection.This scarcebid
had been presentedto the Societyby Dr. Colbert A. Canfield, of Monterey, California, through the
intervention of Prof. Baird of the SmithsonianInstitution, Washington, and kindly assistedin its
passageacrossthe Isthmus of Panama by Capt. J. M. Dow.

The Zoological Society availed itself of still another unique opportunity offered by
this specimen in having the first portrait made of a living California Vulture. This was
carefully drawn on wood by J. Smit, a pupil of the immortal Joseph Wolf, and it remains today one of the most faithful likenessesof a juvenal Gymnogyps ever published.
A stereotype of this woodcut was furnished Professor Baird in exchange for one of the
downy young (made from a photograph of the same specimen when first obtained by
Dr. Canfield), and the two were published in the “Proceedings of the Zoological Society
of London,” Cooper’s “Ornithology,” and Baird, Brewer, and Ridgway’s “Land Birds,”
as well as in papers by Coues and Shufeldt. Most unfortunately the larger portrait has
sometimes been referred to as that of an adult, from which it of course differs materially.
The slim black head of a juvenile in contrast to the heavy-jowled, massive, red head of
the adult had misled Taylor into believing that this was the characteristic difference
between the sexes,and this view was held by many others at that time, possibly even
by Professor Baird himself.
Dr. Cooper’s casual reference to the decimation of vultures by poison (strychnine)
during the cattle era of California history recalls that this was formerly so universally
accepted as a fact that no writer, scientific. or popular, ever deemed it necessary to cite
supporting evidence. The rancheros poisoned meat to check the numerous mammalian
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predators, and thus the countless herds of horsesand horned cattle inhabiting the range
of Gymnogyps acted as a check rather than as a benefit to the bird, as it also fed on
the poison. This was a logical enough conclusion prior to a general knowledge of the
toxic resistance possessedby vultures, and it is not strange that the long accepted dic-

Fig. 21. Portrait of juvenal Gymnogyps by J. Smit published in
the Proceedingsof the Zoological Society of London, 1866,and
in Cooper’sOrnithology,” 1870,and in severalother publications.

turn has only recently been challenged. Nor is it strange that the literature is so entirely
barren of any eye witness corroboration of the lethal effect the poison was claimed to
have had on the birds. Only a single reference is citable in this connection, and it rests
on evidence too questionable to warrant discussing. The inference to be drawn from
this, as well as certain other testimony, is that decimation of the speciesby poison was
merely assumed to account for a seemingly sudden decrease in its numbers. There is
no valid reason to believe that these birds were ever abundant anywhere during historic
times, or that the gradual appearance in their midst of a vast new food supply had any
effect whatever on the remnant of this fast expiring race. Whatever forces operated to
cause the extinction of the giant mammalian fauna of the Pleistocene operated with
equal fatality to a numerous vulturine retinue, of which Gymnogyps and C. aura are
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the sole survivors in California. That the huge Gymnogyps was able to survive to the
present time even as a remnant bespeaks its abundant vitality in the presence of overwhelming odds against it, to which man has added comparatively little.
The regret has been expressedabove that Audubon’s lack of an opportunity to paint
a characteristic word picture of the giant vulture in its wilderness environment was a
distinct loss to literature. It may be said that almost as great a loss was suffered by
Dr. Elliott Coues’ failure to see the bird but once, and then only at a distance. While
the rhetorical ecstasy of Audubon has nothing in common with the pungency of Coues’
earthy but dressy handling, each possessesthe power to impart an irrepressible urge to
go out and watch some wild birds. The fluent doctor would have left a classic memoir
on the specieshad fortune ever favored him with a camp site in a vulture roost, or had
chance placed him in the way of a feeding congregation of the mammoth scavengers.
He reported seeing the vulture at Fort Yuma in 1865. On his later historic collecting
excursion in southern California with Dr. Cooper, he missed it entirely. This observation
at Yuma is the first published record for Arizona, and although there are several other
sight records for the State, none has ever been supported by specimens, and all have
been disregarded by California ornithologists. Dr. Cooper believed the absence of big
game on the desert acted as an entirely effective barrier to the vulture’s invasion of
Arizona, forgetting that the Yuma region is in sight of the San Pedro Mktir Mountains
of Lower California, a stronghold of Gymnogyps at that time. In this connection Mr. W.
Lee Chambers received in 1935 what he considered satisfactory confirmation of a belief
long held by him that the vulture’s normal range extended from the San Pedro Mhrtirs
to well within the rugged mountainous regions of southwestern Arizona, even considerably north of Yuma. Attending a rifle shoot held that year near Yuma where there was
a grand foregathering of ranchers and mountain men from far and wide over the district, he satisfied himself through personal interviews that more than one of those
present knew the bird well. Parts of this region are so rugged and austere that no one
save an occasional hardy prospector has ever penetrated very deep into the mountains.
A few important references to Gymnogyps during the late sixties, not already mentioned, may be included here briefly in their chronologic sequence. In 1867, in the
Ibis (p. 254), J. H. Gurney published the following note:
It is well known that in both species of the genus Gypaetus the sclerotic coat of the eye is visible,
forming a brilliant orange-red ring encircling the iris.
I have been under the impression that no raptorial birds except the Gypaeti exhibited this peculiarity; but on examining today [23rd March, 18671 the fme immature specimen of Catha*tes calijornianzrs now in the gardens of the Zoological Society, I have observed a similar formation of the eye
of that Vulture, with the exception of the sclerotic coat being only visible round the posterior portion of the eye, thus forming a semicircle instead of a complete circle as in the Gy@eti. In the Californian Vulture at the Gardens the sclerotic coat is of the same orange-red hue as that of the @@e&i,
the colour of the iris being dark brown.

In the same year Professor Thomas H. Huxley contributed to the Proceedings of
the Zoological Society of London his famous paper on the classification of birds and on
the taxonomic value of the modifications of certain of the cranial bones observed in that
class. He discussedhere certain anatomical characters common to the New World vultures, and as he had a complete skeleton of Gymnogyps among his material, he was
able to include this important species. In 1868 Dr. Cooper contributed the zoological
matter to T. F. Cronise’s “Natural Wealth of California,” an important book of that
period, but was unable to include any original observations on the vulture, his article
being entirely compiled. J. Ross Browne’s useful “Resources of the Pacific Slope” appeared first as a government report, and the first of a long line of reprints by various
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publishers was issued in 1868. This book treats the California Vulture as a resident of
both the Californias, and contains some matter by A. S. Taylor.
In 1871 James Orton, in an article on the condors and hummingbirds of the equatorial Andes (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 4th ser., 4.5, 1871: 185192), anticipated Ridgway by nine years in noting the inferior size of the Andean Condor in comparison with
the California Vulture. He also discussedthe relationship between the two speciesand
concluded that the true condor should stand alone. He quoted Von Tschudi as saying
the latter speciescannot carry, when flying, a weight of over ten pounds. The question
of whether or not a California Vulture is able to carry any weight at all grasped in its
claws is one on which avian anatomists have very decided negative convictions, all supposed field observations to the contrary notwithstanding. The printed story cited earlier
and used by Taylor, that a vulture of this species was shot while flying away with a
nine-pound hare it had killed, and was later found to have a fourteen-foot wing spread,
is very shaky on three counts. Had the bird been loudly vocal the yarn would have
been complete. Also in 1871, Dr. Cooper communicated some notes from California to
the American Naturalist (4, 1871:756-758) in which he stated that ten years prior to
that time the vulture was one of the most characteristic land birds of the Monterey
region. This note indicates that the decade from 1861 to 1871 saw a gradual and final
withdrawal of these birds from this one time center of their population, and it constitutes one of the few published records on which to base a chronologic range-chart of the
species. However, the range of mountains extending down the coast from Monterey
continued to harbor a decreasing number of the birds until about 1933, when the last
breeding pair is supposedto have disappeared from the San Simeon district. The present
last stand area might properly be considered an extension of this same range of mountains. Any attempt to construct a map indicating by decadesthe steadily receding limit
of the vulture’s range would necessarily be based on such inadequate data, and so largely dependent on mere guesswork, as to be entirely useless.
Early in 1873, Lorquin, a San Francisco naturalist and taxidermist who was a member of the California Academy of Sciences,described in the “Proceedings” of that year
a specimen of the California Vulture recently taken by him. He stated that the bird
differed from any of the published descriptions in that there was down on the neck
instead of this member being bare, and added that the wing spread was nine feet and
ten inches. This was of course an immature individual, and the first specimen in this
particular sub-adult plumage so far mentioned in any of the Academy publications. The
wing measurement, which in this instance may be assumed to be correct, indicates adult
size, and it is unfortunate that the describer failed to mention whether there were signs
of the head color changing. This head and neck color, in its transition from the duskiness of youth to the red of advanced maturity, evidently passesthrough several stages
or phases that have never been described. While nothing definite is known of the time
elapsing between the first and final stages in the color change, it would seem that captive birds when taken young and confined over a long period of years, as in the case of
the Washington Zoo specimens, would offer an excellent opportunity to assemble data
to this end. However, so far as the writer is aware, nothing has been published on this
matter. On observing from a blind a mixed flock of fourteen of these vultures feeding
at close range, the present writer was quite unprepared by anything he had read for the
amazing differences in several of the head and neck color patterns. What was taken to
be the first sign of emergence from adolescencewas exhibited in one individual by a
very light flesh-colored patch, roughly wedge shaped, extending from the ruff up the
back of the neck half way to the base of the skull. This patch contrasted sharply with
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the duskiness of the rest of the neck and head, but would not have been visible had the
bird been facing the observer. Another bird in this group confirmed a description and
watercolor sketch made by Major Allan Brooks from one of the Washington captives in
1931 and as yet unpublished. This bird’s lower neck and throat was deep pinkish, merging into a bluish plum color about at the base of the skull, and the entire head was a
rather bright yellow only faintly tending toward orange. A few oldsters in the feeding
crowd were noticeably heavier in build and had the entire neck and head a solid deep
orange red. It might be suggestedthat the head color in this species may be in some
measure subject to changes under emotional stress, as in certain other birds, but evidently students have thus far lacked sufficient opportunity to assemble any pertinent
data.
During 1874 several important ornithological publications appeared containing mention of the California Condor. All important prior references to the species based on
observations considered authentic were brought together in the third volume of Baird,
Brewer, and Ridgway’s “Land Birds.‘, In this summation nothing new was offered except Ridgway’s generic name Pseudogryphus,which has already been referred to above.
The first volume of the “Catalogue of Birds in the British Museum” (1874) contained
a supposedly complete bibliographic synonymy, and the specieswas allocated to Sharpe’s
genus &nops. The Menzies type, two specimens secured through exchange with J. H.
Gurney (part of the material received by him from A. S. Taylor), and a skeleton from
the Zoological Society, were listed in this catalogue. The Henshaw collection of American birds, purchased by the British Museum eleven years later, added substantially
to this material. Coues compiled in his “Birds of the Northwest” (1874) a selected
synonymy, and later the same year contributed to the American Sportsman a featured
article on the vulture, which was entirely assembled from published sources, all of
which have been noticed above. The first edition of this author’s combined “Manual
of Instruction and Check-list” was also issued in 1874. H. W. Henshaw, in his “Birds
of Utah,” published first in 1874 as a separate (Annals N. Y. Lye. Nat. Hist.), and
included the same year in the “Wheeler Survey Report,” published a record of two
of the great vultures seen near Beaver, Utah (in 1872). This record, as in the case of
Coues’ Arizona record, was later forgotten by the author. It is difficult to believe that
two such eminent field naturalists as Coues and Henshaw could have been misled in
these observations, and a doubt will always exist in the minds of some students that
they did not actually see this speciesin these extralimital regions. Coues never enjoyed
another opportunity to meet the vulture in a wild state, but Henshaw in later years saw
something of the bird during his California explorations, and acquired as many as nine
specimens (three in 1884 and six in 1885). This entire serieswas probably collected by
hired hunters, as he states in his “Autobiographical Notes” (Condor, 22, 1920:8) that
the first three were so secured, and he most certainly would not have overlooked the
opportunity to relate in the same memoir such high adventure as the taking of any of
the other six.
In an appendix to the Wheeler report (Ann. Rept. Geog. Surv. West 100th Merid.,
1876, p. 265), Henshaw says:
Our opportunitiesfor an acquaintancewith this Vulture were most brief and unsatisfactory,
and were limited to seeingtwo or three individuals warring on the wing in the mountains.So far as
I could learn, they descendrarely into the valleys during the summermonths, and then only when
attracted by the sight of some dead animal, their keen sight enabling them to detect the presence
of food at very long distances.Dr. Taylor informed me that at Santa Barbara they were of quite
commonoccurrence,remaining,however, most of the time in the neighboringmountains.I hear they
breed,seekingthe shelterof caves,in the most inaccessible
situations.
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It seemsprobable that the numbers of this huge bird have very much diminished during the
last few Years.So large and conspicuousan object could scarcelyfail to attract the attention of any
chance rover of the wilderness,yet its presencewas almost undetectedby our parties. As is well
known, this bird is easily killed by strychnine, and as this poison has been in almost constant use
for a term of years in the destructionof wild animals, it seemshighly probable that great numbers
of these birds have suffereda like fate from eating the carrion.
According to the observationsof earlier naturalists,it was numerousthroughout most of California, and extended its range on the north to the Columbia. Near Mount Whitney, in September
and October, I frequently saw the carcasses
of sheepwhich had lain for days, and in one instancethe
body of a huge Grizzly Bear, which had died from poison, was in the final stagesof decomposition,
yet in no casehad any of these been visited by Vultures, a fact which seemedto argue their total
absencefrom this region.

Henshaw again stressesthe poison rumor in the same series of reports, where he
states in 1879 (p. 315) :
Nor wasthe Californiavulture (PscudogryfiJzhus
ca&fomjams) observedalong the river [Columbia in October], although, judging from the accountsof Cooper and Suckley,it formerly periodically
visited its shores,attracted thither by the dead salmon, which, during “the run” often line the banks.
The accounts
of theseauthorsdate back to 18.54,and sincethat time the numbersof this huge vulture
have been so diminished by the use of poison, intended to kill off wild animals, that it is now in
comparisonalmost extinct, and the sight of a California vulture is at presenta rare event in localities
where a few years ago it was very numerous.
In 1877 Colonel A. G. Brackett, U. S. A., contributed a paper on the birds of Wyoming to “Forest and Stream” (pp. 389,404)) in which he stated that the list was made up
of speciesthat had been taken at different times by himself and his’friends. Further on,
however, he states that the dates given are those on which the, birds were taken or seen,
and he reports “C&h&es californianus” from Fort Sanders, southeastern Wyoming, on
May 13, 1877. Another dubious record of the same nature, and also by an army officer,
is that of Major J. S. Campion from some point in the mountains of Colorado. The
Major’s book of reminiscences is not very well known, but the record is too doubtful to
more than mention. Among a large-umber of other references to the vulture during the
late seventies, Sclater stated that the bird presented to the Zoological Society by Dr.
Canfield in 1866 was still alive in 1877 and on exhibition in the Society’s gardens. The
following year Sharpe included the bird under his name C!hops califmniuna in an important paper on the geographical distribution of the Accipitres (Jour. Linn. Sot., 13,
1878: l-26).
Appearing in rapid successionat the end of this decade, the first three installments
of Dr. Coues’ great bibliography placed in the hands of ornithophiles generally a working tool of superlative value. This indispensable compilation, which covers the years
1612 to 1879, yielded the present compiler many titles in reference to the California
Vulture that otherwise might have been missed. The author’s bibliographical accuracy
has sometimes been challenged by critics who have often been qualified to pass judgment
on only its less vital details, but this has in no way clouded his effulgent scholarship.
Possibly the greatest desideratum in the entire field of ornithological literature is a
continuation of this great catalogue down to a late date, in the identical manner as
planned by Dr. Coues.
The last title of the seventies worthy of mention is the first title of Lyman Belding
to give any information on the California Condor. This paper, containing a partial list
of the birds of central California, was edited by Robert Ridgway who published it in
1879 (Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.). This brief note was included (p. 437) :
The California Condor seemsto be very rare in this region. I have seenit on no more than two
or three occasionsin Yuba County in winter, and do not think I have seen it at any other place.
They probably visit the vicinity of Marysville only in winter, and are never common.
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The decade1880-1890wasa mostfruitful periodin Americafor ornithologicalpublications,and our vulture camein for an increasingshareof attention.Robert Ridgway
especiallyhad muchto say of it during theseyears and contributedimportantly to its
literature. The national collectionwasstill poor in material representativeof this rare
species,and Ridgwaymadespecialefforts,as both ProfessorHenry and ProfessorBaird
had made in previousdecades,to remedy this deficiency,but met with no immediate
success.Like many an avian systematistbefore him, he viewed the highly involved
tangle of v&urine synonymyas a problemrequiring extendedconsideration,and in
1880,with characteristicpatienceand vision,he appliedhis talentsto its solution.Only
that part of this importantpaper (Notes on the AmericanVultures [ Sarcorhamphidae] ,
with specialreferenceto their genericnomenclature.Bull, Nutt. Orn. Club, 5, 1880:
77-84), which is of presentinterest,is cited:
Pse&og*yphus
californianzrs.
This speciesappearsto have becomeexcessivelyrare in California,
having been nearly, if not quite, exterminated in many parts of the State, through the agency of
poisonedcarcasesexposedfor the destructionof bears and wolves (cf. Henshaw. . . ,1876). It may
not, perhaps,be generallyknown,-at least the fact has been almost wholly overlookedby authors,that this speciesis fully the peer of the Condor in size,the length of the wing and tail averagingeven
decidedlygreater. It is not, however, quite so strongly built, the beak and feet being proportionately
weaker. Apropos of the wide disagreementof authors as to the alar expanseof the Condor, I have
been led to try a very simplemethod of determiningwhat should be the stretch of wing in that species
and P. c&for&anus, with a result which is undoubtedly approximately correct. This method is based
upon measurementsof the wing bonesof these two speciesand Cathartes aztra, and the application
of the “Rule of Three,” as follows.
The maximum length of wing in C. awa is 23 inches,the humerusmeasuring6.00 inches,and the
ulna and radius 7.25 inches,making the total length of one outstretchedwing 36.25 inches.The maximum alar expanseof this speciesis 6 feet, or 72 inches.In S. gryphus and P. californiamus
the maximum total length of wing is 55.50 and 58.25 inches,respectively.Therefore, assumingthat the primaries have about the same proportionate length in the three species,we have, by applying the
aforesaid rule, the following result:Swcorhumphus gryphw (length of outstretchedwing, 55.50 inches).
36.25 : 72 :: 55.50 : 110.23= 9 feet 2 inches.
Pseudogryphus californianus (length of outstretchedwing, 58.25 in.).
36.25 : 7.2 :: 58.25 : 115.65= 9 feet 8 inches.
Allowing for individual variation in both species,the average alar expanseof each may be set
down at about 9 feet, P. cdifornianus, at least, perhapssometimesreaching 10 feet, while it is quite
certain that the largest individuals of either would not much exceed,if indeed they reach, an extent
of 10% feet.
For sake of comparisonI give below measurementsof certain bones of S. grypti, P. califounianus, and C. mra, taken from fully adult examplesof each.
Humerus
Ulna and radius
Femur
Tibia
Tarsus
Head
Wing from carpal joint

10.50
12.00
5.75
8.60
4.75
5.90
33.00

10.75
12.50
5.25
8.75
4.50
6.75
35.00

6.00
7.25

23.00

In revisingthe nomenclatureof certain North Americanbirds early the sameyear,
Ridgway (Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.; 3, 1880:1-16) again mentionedhis genericname
Pseudogryphus, arguingits validity by citing the abovepaper. In the samevolumeof
the “Proceedings”(pp. 163-246) the vulture is referredto three timesin his “Catalogue
of the Birds of North America.”Listing somespecialdesiderataamongNorth American
birds (Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 4, 1881:207-223), he againcalledattentionto the lack of
bothadultsand downyyoungof Pselsdogryphus in the nationalcollection;and the same
year (Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., 24:40), he usedthe nameCalifornianCondor.Writing J. H.

.
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Gurney in 1884 he said: “This speciesis so nearly extinct that we have been trying unsuccessfully for years to get additional specimens.” Gurney, contrary to Sharpe, had
adopted Ridgway’s name Pseudogryphus, agreeing that the vulture belonged apart from
all other species,though he pointed out to Ridgway an erroneous character he had later
added to his definition of the genus, that of the possessionof fourteen rectrices. In support of this he cited two specimens in his Norwich Museum collection as each having
only twelve tail feathers. On checking the matter and reporting it fully, Ridgway (Auk,
2, 1885: 167-169) found the character untenable in that it is variable. He noted in this
article (Remarks on the Californian Vulture [Pseudogryphus calijomianus] the fact,
previously mentioned by Gurney, that Audubon’s plate represented fourteen rectrices,
whereas in his description the number is given as twelve. Stating further that in both the
Douglas specimensin the Zoological Society collection the number is fourteen (quoting
Swainson and Richardson, Fauna Boreali-Americana, 1831, pp. l-3)) he thus recalls
evidence in addition to that given above that Audubon used these two skins in London
to securethe facts represented in his great portrait of the species.After Ridgway’s article
was put in type, as if finally in response to his several published appeals for fresh material, four specimens in the flesh were received at the National Museum. Ridgway’s
last important contribution to mention Pseudogryphusduring this decade was the first
edition of his celebrated “Manual of North American Birds” in 1887.
Dr. Robert W. Shufeldt, who during this period was gathering momentum in his
pioneering of the field of American avian anatomy, called attention to the claw on the
index digit of the Cathartidae (Amer. Nat., 15,188 1: 906-908)) where he stated, in part:
At the presentwriting thereare two ratherimperfectskeletons
of Pseudogryphzrs
coli~orniarsus,
and two mountedspecimens,
the latter being unquestionablybirds of the year, in the Smithsonian
Institution. In the younger, or at any rate the smaller of theselast, we find this claw presentand
very prominent, though it occursin both birds.. . .

The skeletal material mentioned here formed the basis of that section devoted to
Pseudogryphus of an exhaustive and elaborately illustrated memoir on the osteology
of the Cathartidae. This important paper by Shufeldt was included in Part I of the
12th Annual Report, U. S. Geological and Geographical Survey of Territories (1883:
727-806, pls. XV-XXIV)
though the author’s separate, accompanied by an incomplete
set of the plates, was issued during the previous year. The paper announcing the discovery of the claw, and the later osteological study were both very favorably received in
interested circles, especially in England where zootomists were in the ascendancy. The
latter paper, with its accompanying lithographic plates of the important skeletal elements of Pseudogryphus, remains today one of the most outstanding items in the long
list of Gymnogypsiana.
Deserving of mention is the immense plate of the California Vulture in the fourth
part (1882) of Charles B. Cory’s “Beautiful and curious birds of the world.” This
portrait is a hand-colored lithograph from a drawing by Mrs. Cory, and is nearly, if
not quite, the elephant folio size employed by Audubon. In his notice of this publication, William Brewster (Bull. Nutt. Orn. Club, 8, 1883:55-56) referred to the vulture
as “Our North American Condor.” In the same volume (pp. 21-36) Brewster reports a
collection of birds made by Frank Stephens in Arizona and states that a large vulture
seen at Cave Creek, March 7, [ lSSl,] was thought by Stephens to be Pseudogryphus
califoriantis. This is one of the several published sight records for Arizona that, owing
to the full competence of the observer, may justly be presumed to rest on something
more than mere suspicion or conjecture.
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The secondedition (1882) of Coues’“Check-listand OrnithologicalDictionary”
andthe second(1884) and third (1887) editionsof his“Key to North AmericanBirds”
are importantreferencesof this period.H. H. Bancroft’s seven-volume
“History of California” containsmatter in severalplacesrelative to the vulture, but is chiefly valuable
for its bibliographyof somefour thousandtitles with text, classifyingthis important
material.T. H. Hittell’s “History of California” is anotherstandardreferenceof about
the sametime.J. H. Gurney’s “List of the Diurnal Birdsof Prey” of 1884,Major Charles
E. Bendire’scircularlistingthe eggof Gymnogypsas neededin the nationalcollection,
the first four editionsof Oliver Davie’s “Egg CheckList,” Dr. J. B. Holder’s compilation
in an Americanedition of Wood’s “Animate Creation,”Leonhard Stejneger’sitem in
the fourth volumeof the “StandardNatural History,” and the first edition (1886) of
the “Code of Nomenclatureand Check-listof North AmericanBirds,” of the American
Ornithologists,Union, are all citable titles in referenceto Gymnogyps, though none
containmatter not previouslypublished.
Dr. Barton Warren Evermann,as a residentin southernCalifornia duringthe early
eighties,publisheda paper in 1886 (Pacific ScienceMonthly, 1: 77-89) in which he
notedthe occurrenceof the CaliforniaCondorin the high mountainsof the coastrange
in Ventura County, and statedthat it descended
to the canyonsonly to feed. This refers
to the identical region where today the few remainingindividualsof the speciesare
makingtheir last stand.This paper was republishedin the Auk (3, 1886:86-94)) and
in the sameyear this author contributedsomenoteson the yellow-billedmagpiein the
form of a narrative in which he describesthe take-off and flight of Gymnogyps(Amer.
Nat., 20, 1886:608). Another residentobserver,Clark P. Streator,publishedtwo articles in the Ornithologistand Oologist (11, 1886:67; 13, 1888:30), the latter titled
“Notes on the California Condor.”He describesthe flight and speculates
on the sudden
decreasein numbers,addingthat duringhis travels throughall parts of the stateonly
three living specimens
ever cameunder his observation.Thus it seemsthat California
ornithologistsof sixty years ago were no better off in this particular than are thoseof
today, who in orderto get evena far glimpseof the giganticvulture mustvirtually outfit an expedition.However, there were formerly no legal barriersto enteringthe bird’s
homeareas.
Sometimeduringthe eightiesthe Mexican ornithologist,AlfonsoHerrera, published
in “‘La Naturaleza” somethingon the California Condorthat indicatedits occurrence
in the Valley of Mexico. The originalreferencehasnot beenseenby the compiler,but
Salvin and Godmanrefer to the matter in the third volumeon Avesof their “Biologia
Central&Americana,”(1897-1904) where it is stated (p. 136) that Herrera advised
them there were no trustworthydata of the occurrenceof this speciesin Mexico. This
includedLower California, as no record of the occurrenceof this vulture in this region
had as yet appearedin print.
In 1887W. Otto Emersonincludeda note on the speciesin a report of observations
made in San Diego County, stating that the bird was seenat closeenoughrange to
hear the swishof wind throughthe immensewingsand to seethe bright colorsof the
bare head.G. Frean Morcom and CharlesH. TownsendalsopublishedCalifornia Condor notesin 1887. In his catalogueof the birds of Lower California (Proc. Calif. Acad.
Sci.,ser. 2,2, 1889:278), Walter E. Bryant has the followingto say:
Mr. Anthony is the only one who has reportedthis species
fromthepeninsula;
he has observed
them at severalplaces,from sea level to an altitude of 11,000feet. From the fact of their primary
and secondaryquills being prized by Mexican and Indian gold miners for use in carrying gold dust,
an opportunity to kill a vulture is never allowed to passunimproved.
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A. W. Anthony’s own report on the birds of San Pedro Martir, Lower California
(Zoe, 4, 1893: 233), contain these notes:
The first evidencethat I found of the occurrenceof the condor in Lower California was the
findingof a deadbird in Guadaloupe
Valley, forty miles south of Ensenadaand near the coast; later
anothercarcass
wasfoundin the dry barrenhills east of El Rosario, about 30” north, which was the
most southernpoint [and so remainstoday] wherepositiveevidenceof its occurrencewas obtained.
My brother,W. W. Anthony, reportedseeingthesebirds at one time near Real Del Castillo in the
San Rafael Valley.
On San Pedro Martir they are of rather common occurrence,being seendaily about the meadows
at altitudes of 8ooOand 9000 feet. The Indians told me that their nests were to be found on the
high cliffs of the gulf slope and others informed me that they built in the tops of large pines.
I greatly doubt the last statement,however. Every Indian and Mexican gold miner is provided
with from one to six of the primary quills of this speciesfor carrying gold dust, the open end being
corked with a plug of soft wood and the primitive purse hung from the neck by a buckskinstring.
All of the dead birds that I saw in Lower California had been killed for their quills alone.

Anthony later added this note (Auk, 13, 1895: 137) :
In 1887 I found the bonesof a recently killed California Vulture (Pseudogryphus cdiforn&lrz~s)
at a water hole about twenty miles north of San Fernando,in a country exactly similar to that about
the mines,but after questioninga number of natives, I concludedthat its occurrencethere must have
been unusualand that this point was probably the limit of its range.

Anthony’s observations are believed to constitute the first published eye witness records of the occurrence of Gymnogyps in Lower California, although the fact that the
vulture’s range included the peninsula had been casually mentioned in print before this.
Even one or two of the earlier Spanish sourcesmight be interpreted as referring to the
larger vulture as a resident there, but these are too brief and indefinite to warrant inclusion in this place. No exact and definite information in this matter has been traced
by this compiler in any publication prior to the above. Since Anthony’s time, not many
ornithologists have had occasion to visit the San Pedro MBrtir Mountains, to which
general region the vulture’s peninsular range is confined. S. N. Rhoads reported the bird
from the eastern side of these mountains in 1905 (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 57,
1906:689), A. W. North in 1907 (Sunset Mag.) and in 1910 (Camp and Camino in
Lower California, pp. 26, 271) recounted experiences with the speciesin the same region. Dr. E. W. Nelson, who explored the entire peninsula more thoroughly than any
other naturalist, found the vulture common in the northern mountains in 1905, and was
able to secure specimens.In his final report of 1921 (Mem. Natl. Acad. Sci., 16:22, 115,
130), which had beenpreceded by a popular account in 1911 (Natl. Geog. Mag., 22:471,
473), Dr. Nelson included all he was able to learn of Gymnogyps in this southern extremity of its range. A few other collectors are known to have explored the San Pedro
Martirs, but have published nothing in the nature of condor notes. Among these, Chester Lamb has told the writer that he saw the species there often during the twenties.
Laurence Huey also knows the region and its condors from long association. Griffing
Bancroft, of San Diego, like so many enthusiasts in California, is said to have failed in
Lower California to attract condors to bait set near a blind in order to secure photographs at close range. In the summer of 1935 C. D. Scott spent a week traveling about
the Sierra San Pedro Martir searching for condors and interviewing natives as to the
presenceof Gymnogyps there at that time, Only a single bird was reported as seen during the entire year, and he concluded that it had about disappeared forever from those
parts (see Condor, 38, 1936: 41-42; and Nature Mag., 28, 1936: 368-370).
The last decade of the nineteenth century, with which this already too lengthy review must be brought to a close, was marked by the rise of a new generation of students
in California who made much of their opportunity to advance the interests of vertebrate
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science on the Pacific coast. The enthusiasm of this group of eager young zealots was
given purpose and direction by the work of able predecessorsin this field, and culminated during the decade in two most signal achievements, that of the founding of
the Cooper Ornithological Club in 1893, and the inauguration of its twin seriesof publications in 1899. That the memory of Gymnogyps should be perpetuated in the Club’s
emblem, as well as in the name of its regularly issued periodical publication, is of
courseentirely fitting and proper.
By 1890 the general interest in the great bird had mounted about in proportion to
its decreasein numbers, and it had become a traditional creature known by sight to but
few men. By the end of this decade the specieshad been reduced to a few small groups
of individuals occupying limited areas in the wildest and most inaccessible mountains
of southern California and Lower California. As the race dwindled, the published references to it multiplied and the bibliography of the speciesduring this ten year period
is too immense to permit notice here of more than some of the highlights. Lyman
Belding opened this period with a long paper on the land birds of the Pacific district
(Occas. Papers Calif. Acad. Sci., 2, 1890: [‘l]-274), containing a compilation of data
on Pseudogrypkus californianus which was contributed in part by correspondents.
Among other things he stated (pp. 24-26) :
Generally reported to be a resident of the mountains in this part of the State [San Diego], but
not seen here or in any part of Lower California by me, though Col. N. S. Goss informed me that
one or more pairs breed near Mr. Crosswaith’s ranch about 60 miles south of San Diego. I have not
seen one of these birds in the field in ten years. I was told at Tehachapi, in the spring of 1889, that
a few still breed between Tehachapi and Tejon Valley.
It is difficult to believe that this was ever really an abundant species in California. It has certainly been very rare in the center of the State north of latitude 38” since the spring of 1856.

Henry Reed Taylor was a familiar figure in western ornithological circles during
this lively era, and as editor and publisher of the fondly remembered “Nidiologist,” as
well as the proprietor of what appears to have been a virtual clearing house for condor
eggs, he was enabled to assemble much valuable current data on the species.He read a
paper before the California Academy of Scienceson the nesting habits of some raptors
that contained matter relative to the nidification of Gymnogyps, and between 1890 and
1898 he published at least eleven titles of his own in reference to the species.His paper
on the habitsof the vulture (Nidiologist, 2, 189.5: 74-79,3 illus.) brought together much
new data communicated to him by scattered collectors and others who were especially
interested in the species.The same volume contained a separate account of the taking
of an egg in San Luis Obispo County by an unnamed oologist, who stated that while the
condor succumbs to poison it can safely eat animals that have met death by poison. In
the fourth volume of his periodical (1897, p. 58) Taylor published what he claimed
was the first photograph ever taken of a live California Condor, an eight months old pet
owned by Frank H. Holmes. However, Dr. Canfield had photographed a young bird
over thirty years before this, and moreover, it was published in the form of a carefully
copied woodcut (Proc. Zool. Sot. London, 1868: 183).
Other contemporaneous titles worthy of notice are: Walter E. Bryant’s ‘LAn Ornithological Retrospect,” and his biographical sketch of Andrew Jackson Grayson (Zoe,
1, 1890: 289-293 ; 2, 1891: 34-68) ; John Fannin’s “Check List of British Columbia
Birds” ( 1891)) in which he states (p. 22) that in 1880 he saw two California Condors
at Burrard Inlet; Sharpe’s catalogue of osteological material in the Museum of the
Royal College of Surgeons of England, listing a complete skeleton of Gymnogyps
(1891) ; F. A. Lucas’ article (Ann. Rep. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1891: 609-649, pls. XCV-CIV)
on animals recently extinct or threatened with extinction-an important resume; Cap-
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tain Charles Bendire’s extended compilation in his “Life Histories of North American
Birds,” 1892: 157-161) ; [The plate of the California Condor’s egg in this work is as
near perfection as it is possible to attain by any known printing process.The surpassing
excellenceof the Bendire plates in general, together with some historical data concerning
the artist’s work in connection with their manufacture, is referred to in “John Ridgway’s
drawings for the Bendire plates” (Harris, Condor, 29, 1927: 177-181).] Sam Rhoads’
Arizona record (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1892: 114-115) ; Dr. A. K. Fisher’s report
on the ornithology of the Death Valley Expedition (N. A. Fauna No. 7,1893), in which
it is stated (pp. 10, 33-34) that the California Vulture was still tolerably common in
certain localities west of the Sierra Nevada; Adolphe Boucard’s “Travels of a Naturalist,” 1893 ; R. H. Lawrence’s “Pseudogryphus calijornianus” (Auk, 10, 1893: 300301), containing records of five specimens, and a report by an eye witness who flushed
a condor feeding on the carcass of a wildcat, and who saw it fly away with the remains
grasped in its claws ; H. C. Lillie’s compilation (Oologist, 10, 1893 : 49a-Sla) ; notice of
sale of the Walter E. Bryant collection containing five California Condor skins (Nidiologist, 2, 1894: 55) ; Sam Rhoads’ publication (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1893: 39)
of W. London’s record from Lulu Island, delta of the Fraser River, British Columbia;
R. H. Lawrence’s record for the San Gabriel Range (Auk, 11, 1894: 76-77) at a time
when the specieswas considered very rare in this region, though Finley and Bohlman
were able to take their famous photographs in the same place twelve years later; Bendire’s second volume of “Life Histories” of 1895, in which (p. 187) W. B. Judson is
said to have found condor feathers in the nest material used by White-throated Swifts
in Los Angeles County; W. H. Hoffman’s notes on California Condors (Avifauna, 1,
1895: 18-19) mentioning the fact that there were eight perfect skins at that time in
Los Angeles collections, and that two specimensin the flesh weighed 2 1 and 27 pounds,
respectively.
Hoffman, who was editor and publisher of the short-lived “Avifauna,” also stated

Fig. 22. Postal card from Louis AgassizFuertes, 1926, to businessofficeof the Cooper Club.
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knewof the existenceof but three eggsof this speciesin American
collections,but accordingto data carefully compiledby Mr. W. Lee Chambersin 1906,
eight specimens
would have beencloserto the actual number.The Chamberslist, assembledonly after extensivecorrespondence
with ownersof eggcollectionsthroughout
Americaand Europe, includescompletedata on forty-one eggs,with six othersknown
to havebeencollectedbut their final destinationunknown.Theseforty-sevenspecimens
are believedto be very closeto the actual numberpreservedin museumsand private
collectionsup to the end of 1906. Just how many eggshave beentaken sincethat time
will probably never be known, but certainly there are a great many more eggsof the
Great Auk extantthan thereare thoseof Gymnogyps. No attempthasyet beenmadeto
take a censusof the mountedspecimens,
skeletons,and skinsof the California Vulture
in collections.
G. Hartlaub (Abhand.Naturw. Verein Bremen,14, 1895: l-43) includedthe California Condorin a discussion
of speciesthreatenedwith extinction,which causedthe
editor of the Ibis (1895: 494-495, and again 1896: 411-412) to voicethe belief that the
specieswasnot sovery rare in remotedistrictsof the far west,as a recentobserverhad
seentwenty-sixof thesebirds in the air at one time in the SierraNevada. William C.
Blake reported(Nidiologist,2,189s: 96) the saleof a skinof thisspecies
to Rothschild’s
Tring Museum for the sum of f45. Hiram A. Reid reported (History of Pasadena,
1895: 129) a specimenkilled in PunchbowlCanyon,near Pasadena,with a wingspread
of ten feet and three inches,and “too heavy to carry home.” JosephGrinnell’s first
mentionof the speciesis found in this samebook (p. 595), wherehe statesunder the
is confinedto California.
heading,“Our Native Birds,”that Pseudogryphusca.Z~~o~nianus
A. M. Shields,a well known oologistof Los Angeles,assembledsomenoteson the
history,habits,and nestingof the condorby way of introductionto a colorfulnarrative
of the taking of an egg (Nidiologist,2, 1895: 148-150). Unableto get away himself,he
outfitted 0. W. Howard and an assistantfor a month’s collectingin the mountainsof
SanLuis ObispoCounty, and the youthful collectorsreturnedwith the supremeprize.
Shieldssoldthis eggto G. Frean Morcom who on his death bequeathedhis entire collection to the Cooper Club. The chief interest in Gymnogypsduring this period was
oological,and the exchangevalue of the eggas a pieceof merchandise
called for heated
argumentsamongvotariesof this so-calledscience.The severaldealersin this classof
material issued cataloguesindicating both cash and exchangevalues, and these
ephemerallittle publications,which have much interest and no little historic value
attachingto them,have becomevery difficultto trace.The eggof the CaliforniaCondor
wasalways listed but seldompriced in theselists, as no one could supply a specimen
and few had the temerity to hazarda guessas to its market value. Taking violent issue
with Walter F. Webb, who allowedin his “Manual’, of 189.5,an exchangevalue of $25
for the egg,H. R. Taylor proclaimedto the world (Nidiologist,2, 1895: 100) that he
stoodready and eagerto pay $250 casheachup to three eggsof this species.It is not a
matterof recordthat he had any takersat thisfigure.
In his “Official Handbookof the Norwich CastleMuseum,‘, 1896, Thomas Southwell includesthe followingparagraph,aproposof the J. H. Gurney collectionof raptorial birds:
in these notes that he

In Case III is a fine group of California vultures, PsewEogryphlucalifortiuf~, with nestling,
skeleton,and egg,procured
at thesametimeasthepairin theBritish Museum; a moribund species,
already so rare that when a skin comesinto the market it is advertisedwith the Great Auk and
Labrador Duck1 Ridgway calls it the peer of the Condor, and it is greatly to be regrettedthat its
destructionby poisonis found necessaryby stock-growers,for there are now vely few left.
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The origin of these historic specimens, as well as others sent to Gurney by A. S.
Taylor, has been outlined above. During these years a close watch was kept on field
collectors in California by the editors of American ornithological magazines, particularly those of the amateur journals dedicated in part to oology, as a result of which it is
believed that every egg and every specimen of the vulture retrieved during the nineties,
as well as during the first decade of the twentieth century, was duly recorded in print.
Certainly no specimen was overlooked during the life of the Nidiologist or the Osprey,
or in the first ten volumes of the Condor. The data thus made accessible for what was
definitely the most active period during which California Condor material was legally
taken in the name of science is important as showing the quite negligible damage done
the speciesby legitimate collecting. On the other hand no figures are, or can be, available to indicate even approximately the number of these great birds annually destroyed
by an ever increasing host of deer hunters eager to test their high-powered rifles on any
living target. No interested Californian is ignorant of the toll of condor life thus taken
during the deer season over a long period of years, and it can only be hoped that the
recent tardy exclusion of armed hunters from parts of the condor range may terminate
this wanton killing. This closure, brought about largely through the energy and influence of Mr. C. S. Robinson, Associate Forester of the Los Padres National Forest, and of
Mr. John H. Baker, Executive Director of the National Association of Audubon Societies, cannot be too highly commended or too warmly appreciated by avian conservationists in general and by the Cooper Club membership in particular. The founding of
a fellowship for the sole purpose of making possible an exhaustive study of the birds
thus protected is an added benefaction for which ornithologists are indebted to Mr.
Baker and the powerful organization he heads, as well as to the efforts of the late Ernest
I. Dyer and the late Dr. Joseph Grinnell. The results of this foundation are awaited
with eager interest.
John Fannin’s record of two CaliforniaVultures seen in Alberta (Auk, 14,1897: 89))
between Calgary and the Rocky Mountains, would have been less startling had it been
reported from this far region seventy-five years earlier, but nevertheless it adds one
more section to the jig-saw puzzle of Gymnogyps’ extralimital wanderings. Another
Arizona record appeared in print about this time (Auk, 16, 1899: 272) ; Herbert Brown
reported that a bird killed near Pierce’s Ferry, Grand Wash Cliffs, northwestern Arizona, was described as being of a dark brown color with purplish warts on its neck. It
was said to be over a gun length in height and more than three gun lengths in wing
spread. R. P. Sharples (Osprey, 2, 1897: 21) recounts the finding of a condor asleep
on an egg that proved to be addled. This recalls the fact that several eggsof this species
on which exact data exist were found to be in this condition.
Frank E. Beddard, Prosector of the Zoological Society of London, briefly discussed
a few of the structural characters of Gymnogyps in relation to those of other vultures
(Structure and Classification of Birds, 1898, p. 481)) referring to this speciesin his text
(p. 473) as Rhinogryphus californianus. English systematists generally did not adopt
Ridgway’s classification until the publication of Sharpe’s “Hand-list of the Genera and
Species of Birds,” 1899, when this leading authority at last came over (p. 241) to
Pseudogryphus. Another foreign zoologist of this time, E. A. Goeldi, made the belated
announcement (Schweiz. fiir Ornith., Zurich, 1897) that Cathades cd~~~~nianus
probably belonged in a separate genus, and this was concurred in by at least one reviewer
of the article, who like the author himself had overlooked Ridgway’s name of twentythree years standing. J. E. Harting, then editor of the “Zoologist” (London), communicated to “The Field,” an article (1899) under the title “The Largest Birds that
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Fly” (republishedin Osprey,4, 1899: 52-56, and in Recreationsof a Naturalist, 1906:
330-347), whereinhe assembledsomevaluable comparativedata on the weightsand
measurements
of what he believedwere the fourteenlargestvolant species.The South
AmericanCondor figuresprominentlyin this discussion
and in the table of statistics,
but the larger California Condoris not mentioned.The presentwriter has often puzzled over this conspicuous
omission,as it is difficult to believethat a bibliographerof
suchwide scholarshipand experiencein ornithophilyas Harting possessed
couldhave
overlookedRidgway’sproofof the superiorsizeof Gymnogyps.
Reportingon the resultsof an inquiry into the destructionof our birds and mammals (2nd Ann. Rep. N. Y. Zool. Sot., 1898: [‘77] -126)) William T. Hornaday sounded
an ominouswarning that impendingdoom was in store for the California Vulturepoisonagain.As if to give a more optimisticview of the situation,in reportingon the
birdsof the Pacific slopeof Los AngelesCounty (PasadenaAcad. Sci. Publ., 2, 1898),
JosephGrinnellsaid (p. 20) :
Pseudogryphzrs cul~fornialplrs.Tolerably commonresidentin the mountainousparts of the county.
Hardly a day passesin the vicinity of Mt. Wilson without one or more beingseen.They undoubtedly
breed in one of the precipitouscafionsnear by. The “Condors” are also frequently seenin the Santa
Monica and Simi Mountains. In the latter locality I once saw sevenat one time circling overhead.
The Condoris not by any meansbecomingextinct in this part of the State, and if they continueto be
as shy as now, there is not much likelihood of their exterminationvery soon.

Someuniquenestingdata werecommunicated
by H. R. Taylor (Osprey,3,1898: 29)
wherehe quotesone of the collectorsin his employas saying:
The Vultures ought to lay early this year on accountof the dry season,which seemsto sometimes induce early nesting.In April of three years ago I found two nests,each containingan egg;
in the following year the nestscontainedyoung at an earlier date.

The author stated further that two eggsreceivedby him that year were laid approximately on February 24th and March 19th, respectively.The earliestdate of nesting
given on the Chamberslist, referred to above, is February 11, 1903, and the latest,
June 15, 1899, The belief that Gymnogypsnormally nestsonly every secondyear is
still held by someCalifornia naturalists,who claim that a secondannual egg in the
samenest indicatesthe lossof the previousyear’s young bird or the lossof the eggof
that year. There is so far nothingin the literature to establishthe truth of the matter
oneway or the other.
With the foundingin 1899 of “The Condor” (begunas the Bulletin of the Cooper
OrnithologicalClub, 1899), Gymnogypsmay be said to have come into possession
of
its own “houseorgan,”so to speak.While this publicationdoesnot of coursecontain
the entiresubsequent
historyof the species,
it doesreflectin largemeasurethe important
detailsthereof,and indicatesthe originof othersdiscussed
elsewhere.Sinceevery interested studentsurely possesses,
or has accessto, a completefile of this indispensable
repositoryof ornithologicallore and learning,there is little point in continuingthis
review beyond the year mentioned.However, when the ancient Gymnogyps,greatest
of all flying birds of the earth, shall have passedforever from the ken of man, leaving
in the lonesomevistasof its homelandmountainsa dreary void no living creaturecan
ever fill, the momentwill be opportunefor a more competentdigestof theseannalsin
their entirety. That time is drawingnearer year by year, and cannotbe far off, when
the opportunitywill await somegraciousand facilepen to dressthis materialin a meet
and properform, and add to it a fitting epitaph.
EagleRock, California,August31, 1940.

